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WELCOME TO ELEMENT 11!
ENTER THE OASIS.

Congratulations on reaching the oasis of Element 11! 

Your journey through the winding forest paths, the 

whispers of hidden enchantments, the gatekeepers’ 

warm embrace, and the effervescent welcome. 

Every step led you here, where your roots intertwine 

with the magic of this realm. Unfold the map within 

this guide to discover your mystical abode, erect 

your tents adorned with vibrant colors, let the spirit 

of jest and wonder embrace you, and unleash your 

wildest imagination upon this mystical carnival of 

endless possibilities! 

Element 11 is a sanctioned, regional Burning Man 

event. Our mission is to ignite a culture of creativity 

and self-expression. This annual arts and community 

gathering is a blank canvas where artists, musicians, 

sculptors, and performers come to create, perform, 

play, and camp over a 5-day event. Be sure to read 

your Survival Guide along with this booklet to get 

acquainted with the art installations, theme camps, 

and amazing schedule of performances, workshops, 

festivities, and more! Element 11 granted out over 

$80,000 to art projects this year, the most we’ve 

ever seen on our Playa! 

Visit Element11.org when you return home for 

updates, photos, videos, and volunteer opportunities. 

Defer to your Survival Guide for tips on surviving the 

harsh desert conditions. Drink water! Finally, be sure 

and thank our volunteers for all the hard work they 

have put into building the city, keeping us safe, and 

feeding us with tender loving care!

WHAT IS ELEMENT 11?
Element 11 is a 5-day, 4-night art event that ignites 

a culture of creativity and self-expression and 

incorporates the 10 principles of Burning Man such 

as self-reliance and civic responsibility. This is not a 

party, concert, or even a festival like you may have 

attended before, but rather a radical celebration of 

shared values, art, and effort for the good of all. 

Element 11 is not your usual gathering. In fact, it’s 

more of a temporary city. Our city is home to 2,200 

participants who camp by themselves, or in camps 

centered on a particular theme. Our city is marked by 

the prevalence of art of all kinds. Examples of art you 

may find in your travels include static art installations, 

movable art (art cars), performances, workshops, 

and service projects. Live music and performance art 

abound as well, especially as the sun sets and the fun 

gets started; DJs, musicians, and dancing keep us on 

our toes into the night. 

This guide includes safety information and policies, 

schedule of events, art and theme camps, as well as 

helpful suggestions from members of the community.

*Neither Burning Man nor Black Rock City LLC is a producer or 

organizer of the event, and Burning Man Black Rock City LLC 

accepts no liability arising out of or in connection with the event. 

*Disclaimer - Barring ice, nothing is sold or served at/by Element 11. 

Various individuals often share food and beverages within their 

private camps, but there is no selling or service of any food or 

beverages at Element 11. Participants are advised that it is illegal in 

the State of Utah to sell food or beverages without a permit.
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ELEMENT 11 LOVES 

VOLUNTEERS!

Element 11 is 100% powered by 
passionate volunteers!  
From awe-inspiring artistry to 
well-trodden paths and guiding 
signs, from the nurturing Rangers 
tending to our scraped knees to the 
tireless cooking, cleaning, sweeping 
away MOOP, fluffing, and meticulous 
record-keeping. From the determined 
builders, diggers, hammerers, and 
sweat-drenched visionaries who 
shaped this magnificent city, our 
enchanted realm thrives on the 
dedication of volunteers like you. 
Keep an eye out for those adorned with 
laminates or sporting vibrant t-shirts, 
and share a celebratory high-five or 
an affectionate (consensual) hug, 
expressing gratitude for their invaluable 
contributions. If you’re part of our 
volunteer crew, the Volunteer Lounge 
awaits you with steaming coffee and 
delectable snacks at any hour. Savor 
daily breakfast and dinner specially 
prepared for volunteers, and don’t 
forget to bring your own plates, utensils, 
and a cup, as we embrace sustainability 
at the heart of our enchanted gathering.

If you didn’t sign up for a volunteer 
shift at home, make sure to stop by 
the Volunteer Lounge and sign up 
for a few!

WHO TO CALL IN AN 

EMERGENCY?

E11 has several groups of amazing volunteers who 

help keep us safe or put us back together when 

serious problems happen. E11’s medical team is 

made up of professionals who volunteer their time 

and skills, ready to respond when medical attention 

is needed, either for minor cuts and scrapes or 

emergency prehospital care for traumatic injury. 

Medical services are available 24 hours a day 

at Medical HQ at the north end of the event 

(near the entrance). For emergencies, please call 

734-726-4374.

RANGERS

Rangers are volunteers from the community who 

serve as non-confrontational mediators, problem 

solvers, information bearers, and all-around helpful 

sorts. Rangers can be seen throughout the event. 

Rangers work burn perimeters, check the roads for 

lost people or stranded vehicles, and much more. 

Help from Rangers and/or Medical services is 

available 24 hours a day at Ranger HQ at the north 

end of the event (near the entrance). E11 Rangers 

are volunteers (not law enforcement) available 

to help participants with a variety of questions, 

concerns and emergencies throughout the festival. 

If you need assistance, look for the Rangers always 

walking in pairs, or go to Ranger HQ.

CONSENT

The E11 Community values safety and well-being just 

as much as the fun! If you need support, you can 

find it with the Rangers, Medical, or at Sanctuary. 

Consent is enthusiastic, out loud, and freely given! 

No means no. It needs no further explanation.

Remember *crickets* are not consent. Always ask 

before hugging, misting, spraying, photographing, or 

offering any other service or friendly introduction to 

another person.
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The Community Temple:  

We Are All In This Together 

The Community Temple fosters unity and celebrates 

diversity, providing a space for individuals to connect and 

reflect in their own way. It honors the unique perspectives 

and voices within the community, serving as a canvas 

for communal experiences of solitude, reflection, 

or celebration. The temple encourages respect for 

individual experiences and needs while inviting everyone 

to witness a transcendent celebration that includes 

moments of silence for reflection and celebration of life, 

symbolizing communal respect and love.

Alchemy of Bubbles 

A traveling champagne cart.

Angry 8-Bit Sun

Pixelated glaring sun painting radiating fury flames.

APOLLO 

Featuring three fire cannons arranged in a striking 

triangular formation, constructed with a blend of sharp, 

angular steel and sleek, reflective surfaces. High above, 

each cannon has an intricate sconce that shoots 

controlled bursts of fire, casting dramatic light and 

shadows over the geometric arrangement below.

Azulita’s Door 

A magical door that will lead you on a journey of self 

discovery. You will leave feeling, inspired, happy, with 

your dreams unfolding all around you.

Car-B-Q 

Come feel the heat of our 1955 Dodge Royal Sierra, 

transformed into a flaming spectacle, and leave with a 

full belly!   It’s not just a car; it’s a Flaming Car-B-Q!!

Celestial Spin 

Bedazzling color lasers on a ten foot diameter rotating 

platform, aimed straight up at the stars.

Chairy Go Round 

The Chairy-Go-Round is an interactive piece providing a 

meeting place to dangle your legs and take a ride down 

memory lane in some of grandmas most sought after sittery.

Channel 11 – Living Room 

Come enjoy the sights and sounds of E11’s very first 

television station from the comfort of the living room! 

Featuring original content and live broadcasts from our 

station in the city, Channel 11 has a little something for 

everybody. Want to be on TV? Stop by the Channel 11 

camp to find out how!

Electric Lazy Lounge 

Genuine, bonafide, electrified, six person full sensory 

experience lazy rides.

Fire Fairies Forest of Flow 

A magnificent canopy looms overhead, casting a 

sprawling shade that stretches far and wide. By day, its 

grandeur offers respite from the sun’s relentless rays, 

providing a sanctuary beneath its expansive embrace. 

Yet, as twilight descends, a mesmerizing transformation 

unfolds. Illuminated from within, the structure becomes 

a beacon of light, casting a gentle glow that bathes its 

surroundings in a soft, ethereal radiance. It stands as a 

testament to both functionality and beauty, a marvel to 

behold both day and night.

Giant Puppets: Bitsy the Praying Mantis and 

Spermantha the Sperm Whale 

This year the Colossal Collective brings you Bitsy Mantis 

and Spermantha the sperm whale. Come play with our 

lovable puppets and get your hands dusty!

Glow Fish 

A stunning sculpture in the desert, crafted from countless 

CDs that shimmer in the sunlight. At night, it becomes 

a luminous beacon, emitting soft rainbows of light. This 

installation celebrates light, movement, and the beauty 

of nature, inviting viewers to contemplate art, technology, 

and environmental stewardship.

ART INSTALLATIONS
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ART INSTALLATIONS

Haven of Hallucinations 

Daytime, come rest on our benches, shade provided. 

Nightime, our canopy provides glow and UV visuals.

Honey Buzz Bar 

Buzz on by to The Hive for a refreshing honey mocktail!

Illumicone 

Wait until it is dark, then come play with light!

Ledusa: Music Reactive Lighting 

Designed to mesmerize, Ledusa is a music-reactive, 

modular LED light bar system. This year, Ledusa is 

configured above Camp Cicadia’s dancefloor and 

designed to represent this year’s rare dual emergence of 

cicadas taking flight.

Lunatic Lounge, Oasis of Sound 

Immerse yourself in a musical petting zoo! We have 

instruments for you to play. Venture through the wood 

winds, tickle your fingers on the brass, pump your feet 

on the organ! Come play, sing, or listen with music from 

the ages!

The Greenhouse and Sculpture Garden 

Inspired by the book Women Who Run with the Wolves, 

by Clarissa Pinkola Estés, our greenhouse and sculptures 

are a discussion on the life death life cycle, which is 

the concept that all death gives space for new life. 

Everything was made with a mix of salvaged and 

repurposed materials, items that would have otherwise 

been discarded, but were instead given new life. We 

are excited to have you explore the life death life theme 

throughout our installation, and we invite you to question 

what parts of yourself are you ready to let die to be 

reborn into something new?

Midnight Grove 
Venture into the “Midnight Grove,” where towering 

mushrooms offer a cooling shade oasis by day and 

transform into a mesmerizing display of LED dreams by night. 

This dual-experience installation invites you to relax under a 

canopy of light and color, providing a perfect spot to gather, 

reflect, and connect amidst the ethereal ambiance.

Mother F’ing Windmills!!! 

Mother F’ing WINDMILLS!!!

Oasis Cactus Cache 

Top off at the Oasis Cactus Cache, where this desert 

mirage moonlights as a mechanical marvel, offering 

trinkets and treasures for all the adventures and 

wanderers of the oasis.

Paradis Bleu 

Travelers of playa will discover a luxurious tent inspired 

by the serene and vibrant hues of the Mediterranean 

Sea. Have a sip of tea with friends or enjoy one’s own 

company inside this elegant retreat of creamy drapes 

and lush pillows. Immersive in the treasures and textiles 

each holding sacred meaning to the Mediterranean cities 

that begin to glow as the sun sets on the sand.

Podium of Temptation

Step up to The Podium of Temptations and face the 

irresistible allure. Will you dare to defy the warning?

Prismicarus 

A lounge space to escape the heat and bask in the 

radiant multicolored light of massive insect wings from 

a time long past. When the sun sets low and disappears 

beyond the horizon, the wings flutter alive with the colors 

of the night.

Psychiatric Help: 5 cents 

Missing your weekly therapy appointment to swelter in 

the dust? The doctor is in! Areas of expertise include: 

existential angst, relationship drama and serious life 

changes. Services offered include just venting, heavy ego 

petting, and brutal honesty. Appointment times range 

from Quickie to Just Lonely.
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ART INSTALLATIONS

Ranger Photo Cutout - Be a Ranger! 

Wood Photo cutout of a Ranger carrying a hippy. This 

piece would be available for participants to use. Will be 

placed in front of the social space at the outpost.

Spiro-giraffe 

The spirograph giraffe is a 10 foot pendulum that weaves 

intricate patterns out of sand and UV glowing light. Zen 

by day, chaos by night.

Stargazer Roller Rink 

Back by popular demand! Stargazer Roller Rink is here 

for your skating pleasure! Located next to the Outlaw 

Lounge. Come get your skate on, we have equipment 

available if you forgot to bring roller skates to the desert, 

including kids sizes! We are open day and night (though 

not all night, because we have to sleep sometime), and 

welcome all skill levels. 

Sunset into Stars 

This project is a 60 foot by 5 foot blacklight tapestry, 

depicting a western sunset at one end, fading into a 

cosmic starscape at the other.

The Cosmic Jackalope Chaos Entity 

Behold the Cosmic Jackalope Chaos Entity! Bathe in its 

light and allow the forces of Pandemonium to open up 

new avenues of imagination, discovery, and wonder!

The HIVE, Space Net 

The Hive, a towering structure resembling a colossal bee 

hive adorned with psychedelic colors and neon flowers.

The Horse of a Different Color 

Robots of all shapes and sizes come ride the beauty that 

is the Horse of a Different Color!

The LoHi Diner 

Transported through time from the 1950’s, by day The LoHi 

Diner tells its story through its antiques and artifacts. 

There’s a lot more than meets the eye! By night, the Diner 

comes to life with neon and fire and throws down a party 

for the history books.

Time is a Social Construct 

Does anyone know the time? Time is our only 

non-renewable resource. It’s always moving forward, yet 

we don’t know how much of it we really have.

Tunnel to Infinity Floasis 

Wander through a mesmerizing tunnel to arrive at our floasis, 

lose yourself in the magic of our waterfall and infinity pools.

Vivarium 

Vivarium is an interactive exhibit featuring live bugs 

collected at E11! See the “Tree of Life” with 10 different 

microhabitats showcasing the natural beauty around us! 

There will be LIVE bug handling, a digital microscope set 

up, and interactive feedings!

Welcome Home Door 

Venture through the Door. Daylight brings reflection, but 

as night falls, it unveils a portal to a realm of wonder.

Zen 

Zen is an immersive light and sound meditative space 

and experience. By day, enjoy the sound and shade of 

the venue. At night, Zen comes to life with lighting and 

sound to create a relaxing and meditative experience.
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Blue Moon Butterfly 

A small blue (at night) butterfly with a trailer to 

accommodate up to 3 participants for a tour around 

the playa.

Boaterbourbon

Chassis of a 2003 Chevy suburban with the body of 

a vintage boat.

Booger

Golf cart decorated to look like a fuzzy green 

monster eating the driver and passengers.

Callioplaya

Circus Wagon with live, air-driven, Calliope.

Chatterbox

See the Chatterbox cruise the playa bringing smiles 

across the miles.

Esmeralda 

Mobile fortune teller booth.

Frog Prince 

A giant frog with kissable purple lips and golden 

crown. Palm leaves reaching 20’ into the air and 

space for 30 or more on 2 decks.

Imaginary Horse Cart

EV Horse Cart with detachable “ghost horse”.

Lucy the Ladybug 

14 passenger electric golf cart. Red with a shell  

on top.

Mini glowy truck

Its a small atv that has under glow and looks like my 

glowy truck.

MUTANT VEHICLES

Purple People Eater

People transport and mobile base of operations.

SIMON the TURTLE

Simon the Turtle is a remote-controlled electric 

mutant vehicle that has been trundling about BRC 

since 2017. Built from scratch, Simon resplendently 

shows off more than 10,000 LEDs, illuminating the 

night in the cutest turtle-y fashion.

The Great Sammich Ride

Peanut Butter & Jelly Sammich Car with serving 

station, comfy wings, and a spinning sign.

The Octopussy

The Octopussy is a stunning mutant vehicle 

combining an octopus and cat, adorned with LEDs 

and serving as a party hub at Element 11. It offers 

rides for 5-8 passengers and hosts interactive 

Pilot’s Licence tests, providing participants with 

personalized souvenirs. This community-focused art 

piece aims to return for more dazzling experiences.

The Wandering Playhouse

The Wandering Playhouse is a custom-built mutant 

vehicle resembling a playground on wheels. 

It features swings, a dancefloor, cockpit, and 

observation area.

TriLeene

TriLeene is a collaboration between Elien the 

Pearl Peacock and Grizz the Trimule - the perfect 

combination of brilliant programmable LED tail 

feathers on an nimble three wheel base with comfy 

seating for three. Also known as “that peacock 

couch” art car; base vehicle is a hydrostatic 

lawn mower.
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Acrobots (PG)

Discover a circus oasis with acrobatics, aerials, and flow 

toys. Begin mornings with energizing drinks and end with 

captivating performances. A place for learning, play, 

and celebration.

Afterburner’s Alchemist (R)

Afterburner’s Alchemists, nested in Hushville, is an 

oasis of chill. We have amply shade in our cozy 

camper courtyard, which is often filled with helpful, 

knowledgeable, and friendly veteran burners who are 

always up to some sort of shenanigans.

Bacchus (R)

Since 2012, Bacchus has been bringing curated wine 

flights to delight and educate E11’s participants. 

Leave that nasty mug at home, though, since your 

flight will be served in the finest stemware by our 

knowledgeable staff.

Bee Here Now (R)

The Hive Amidst the chaos of E11, Bee Here Now Camp, 

stands as a sanctuary for decompression and connection 

At its heart lies The Hive, a towering structure resembling 

a psychedelic bee hive. Inside, visitors can relax in a cozy 

environment, experiencing the soothing Buffer Massage, 

while outside, a space net allows for suspended 

stargazing, blending relaxation with celestial wonder.

Birthday Camp (PG)

What if everyday could be your birthday? It is at  

Birthday Camp! Stop by and have a piece of cake, open 

a present, or pop out of your own giant birthday cake!  

And of course, we’ll sing a special version of  

Happy Birthday just for you!

CAMP CAMP (NC-17)

Hi, we’re Camp Camp. We are an LGBTQ+ led camp 

providing a space to be extra, discover new connections, 

and kick back. Stop by our camp to receive terrible and 

hysterical advice from our Camp Champs. We promise 

no one will leave wanting s’more.

THEME CAMPS

Camp Firefly (R)

Come write a message, dream or memorial note on a 

firework that will be sent up during the firework show 

Friday night. 

Camper S. Thompson (PG)

Where DO the Buffalo Roam? RIGHT HERE at Camper 

S. Thompson! Follow or stumble the trail of buffalo from 

the playa right to our camp! You will find the Gonzo 

Crew-Bear Cats! There is a cabin waiting, full of art and 

some great drinks!

Channel 11 WTFU-TV Broadcast Network (R)

Ever wanted to be on your local television station?  

Come by our Channel 11 Broadcast Studio where you can 

be on a game show, variety show, or record your own 

infomercial. Your friends will be watching live from our 

living room out on the playa.

CICADIA (NC-17)

Cicadia is a welcoming group of bugs that like to 

dance, laugh, and cuddle. Join us on the dance floor for 

HOUSE + MORE, workshops and activities, and bright 

buggy colors! Although small, Cicadians ring loudly!  

The time to emerge is now.

Clown Alley (R)

Your favorite back-alley clown dealer!  

We’ll getcha feelin funny.

Corvid’s Curiosities (R)

Responsibly Reckless, be extreme in extraordinary ways. 

Our mission is fun & education. Offering class, chill 

spaces, enchanting lights and performances.

Crypster Camp (NC-17)

The Crypster Camp, founded in 2012, is one of the oldest 

E11 Theme Camps. Anchored by the Saloon the camp 

hosts workshops and family oriented events by day, 

and transforms to a Wild West Leg Wrestling Hoedown 

by night. Be ready to play here!
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THEME CAMPS

Forbidden Forest (R)

Enter the Forbidden Forest and indulge your deepest desires. 

Join the naughty nymphs, freaky faeries, and kinky elves 

in our enchanted hideaway! Enjoy our daytime parties 

and workshops, or unwind in our magical tea lounge.

Freakshow Woody’s Psychedelic Electric  

Nightmare In Science (PG)

Featuring LissaLaser, the interactive Lissajous laser pattern 

generator for children 5-95. For the adults there will be a 

display of lava lamps, plasma globes, a Jacob’s Ladder, a 

screen with computer generated fractal displays, black lights 

and fluorescent decorations, free fluorescent temporary 

tattoos, and the Dingaling Ring Toss game.

Frog Prince. Art car support camp (PG)

Join us on the Frog around the playa for a ride or a burn event.

Garden of EDUN (NC-17)

A place for those who identify as men of all persuasions 

to hang out naked.

Hawt Sounds (R)

Ooooo, ahhhhhhh, damn that’s HAWT!

Hobbiton Presents: The Lodge (R)

Welcome to the Hobbits’ oasis in the Ski and Party Range of 

the Desert Mountains! You are cordially invited to warm your 

hands by the fire in our luxurious ski lodge and play in our 

winter wonderland. Homebrewed cider and beer on tap!

Hydration Station (R)

Hydration Station is here to keep you Hydrated with 

Water, Gatorade and energy drink all day. Come by from 

4pm - 7pm for Bombs! Jagermeister, Vodka or tequila 

shots with your energy drink! We’ll have shade to cool  

the burn! Must be 21+ for Alcohol

Kidsville (G)

Kidsville is the gathering place for the children that 

adventure all over the esplanade and beyond.

Come join us for art adventures, play, and a roving band 

of chiclet sales.

Kum & Flo (G)

Kum & Flo with us at our floasis for curious-minded 

people and participate in creative expression and 

exploration of flow arts. Jam with us under the stars 

with fire and expand your mind during the day with a 

multitude of workshops!

Lost Highway (PG)

A section of desert highway mysteriously disappeared 

in 1959. This Lost Highway was finally found, complete 

with paranormal, trippy, vintage, and sun baked roadside 

attractions. Come find the secrets in the neon and fire, 

and solve the mystery!

Lünar Outpost (R)

A small group of members from Catalün Village set out 

to explore the unknown reaches of the far side of their 

moon. Following a mysterious signal of unknown origin, 

their journey leads them to an abandoned alien outpost 

where they set up camp and await new transmissions… 

My Silly Yum (PG)

My Silly Yum will provide an Oasis of Dreams in the 

desert! Lift your spirits by joining our refuge of peace 

and happiness filled with sparkling lights, beautiful colors 

and magical conversation!

Nerd Ranch (PG)

Captains Log, Stardate 298533.4: Despite this planet 

having little intelligent life, we have beamed down an 

away team. We’ve set up an outpost with mind-bending 

blacklight art and frosty drinks to try to establish contact 

with the local lifeforms.

Outlaw Lounge (R)

Dive into the Outlaw Lounge: Guaranteed 50% more 

sophisticated than anywhere else on playa! Relax on 

plush lounges, enjoy chill tunes, and sip WORLD FAMOUS 

drinks. A haven for rebels and dreamers alike. Join us in 

the dust where legends come alive!
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THEME CAMPS

P3: The Princess Party Palace  

“Camp Let’s Play Dress-up”(PG)

Come play dress-up! At Camp P3 we fix fashion 

disasters one frock at a time. Open mid morning to mid 

afternoon daily with fabulous playa outfit gifting. Get 

your fashion fix on! Our “Daddy Warbucks Cigar Lounge” 

will also be gifting cigars daily.

Robot Fart (NC-17)

Do androids dream of electric sheep?  

Do robots fart dubstep? These questions will be 

answered at ROBOT FART. The camp that asks the 

question: Are you a robot? (check this box). [ Ø ]

Scarbutts Cafe (R)

Come wake your ass up at the Scarbutts Cafe! 

Serving spankings and coffee throughout the day. 

Scarbutts Cafe is the leading mega corporate 

ass-spanking coffee shop on the planet. Our chipper 

staff serve strong coffee and truly fantastic spankings to 

the groggy masses. Choose from a menu of spankings: 

mild to hot and foamy!

Shangri-Lounge (R)

Come experience the finest sunset cocktails on the 

E11 Playa. Relax in our upscale neon lounge with your 

new friends, an incredible view, fancy glasses, and the 

soothing sounds of Sinatra. It’ll start your evening with a 

bang, baby!

Social Nipple (PG)

Come visit with your social nipples! Enjoy our shaded 

lounge with a drink and some tunes. Toplessness from 

all is encouraged, and if you are feeling shy, we have 

stamps to help everyone feel comfortable.  

Free the nipple!

Sofa Kingdum (PG)

Hear Ye! Hear Ye! You think you’ve been to Sofa Kingdum, 

but you’ve never seen Sofa Kingdum like this! We are 

a new and improved sofa playground. Featuring the 

SofaSeesaw, croquet (reimagined), and much more!

The Boozy Braid (PG)

Join us for a bloody good Brunch Party. Walk the plank 

and avoid the sharks to earn your Bloody Mary.  

Rest your bones in our pirates cove lounge or join us in 

our mermaid beautification braid bar full of treasures.

The Garden of Hedon (R)

The Garden of Hedon is here to offer you Bloody Mary in 

the morning, Bad Advice in the afternoon, and music all 

night long. Come by!

The Octopussy (PG)

Whether you’re hitching a ride around town, getting 

down with your bad self at a dance party, meeting new 

friends in the underwater lounge, or getting your pilot’s 

license one thing is for sure…  

The Octopussy is where the party is!

The SophistaPirates Cove (RRR)

The creme of the crop when it comes to luxury lounging, 

exotic libations, and premium soundscapes. If ye be 

cravin the finest curated vibes, look no further!  

Batten down the hatches and prepare to stomp your 

peglegs in style on a carpeted dancefloor!

Too Many Flamingos (R)

Welcome to our desert Oasis filled with cold drinks, 

comfortable chairs, and WAY too many flamingos.  

We love flamingos. A lot. Some people might say  

too much. Wait... is that a giant flamingo driving? ... Or... 

is it serving drinks?

Utah Fire Tribe (PG)

Welcome to the mesmerizing realm of Utah Fire Tribe! 

Our purpose is to ignite the spirit of communal 

expression through the captivating art of fire spinning.

Wasteland Caravan (NC-17)

In the fallout of the apocalypse, A ragtag caravan of 

misfit visionaries and mad artists have stumbled upon a 

military base. The Wasteland Caravan has repurposed 

the defunct base into an oasis so that all can seek 

refuge and rebuild a new world.
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CENTER CAMP EVENTS

8:00 PM - 9:00 PM 8:00 PM - 9:00 PM 

Golden and the RobotsGolden and the Robots

Golden and the Robots - pop/Golden and the Robots - pop/

rock jam.rock jam.

SATURDAY SATURDAY 

11:00 AM - 12:00 PM 11:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

MelSoulMelSoul

MelSoul is a talented solo MelSoul is a talented solo 

artist with a love of singing and artist with a love of singing and 

bringing communities together.bringing communities together.

12:00 PM 12:00 PM 

Temple burn: A discussion of Temple burn: A discussion of 

etiquette and educationetiquette and education

This is a space for virgins and This is a space for virgins and 

experienced burners alike. Have experienced burners alike. Have 

you ever wondered what the you ever wondered what the 

temple burn is about? How do temple burn is about? How do 

you respect the temple and let you respect the temple and let 

everyone have their space. Come everyone have their space. Come 

share in discussion to help guide share in discussion to help guide 

new burners.new burners.

2:00 PM - 3:00 PM 2:00 PM - 3:00 PM 

Alec Bang & The Cult ClassicsAlec Bang & The Cult Classics

11:00pm-12:00am11:00pm-12:00am

Center Camp CabaretCenter Camp Cabaret

Looking for the perfect way to Looking for the perfect way to 

wind down after the temple wind down after the temple 

burn or kick off your Saturday burn or kick off your Saturday 

night at Element 11? Have we night at Element 11? Have we 

got a show for you!!! Sassy, got a show for you!!! Sassy, 

sexy, silly, this show has it all.sexy, silly, this show has it all.

Starting right at 11pm at Starting right at 11pm at 

Center Camp. Come early Center Camp. Come early 

and bring your chairs for the and bring your chairs for the 

best view.best view.

this is an adult show!this is an adult show!

WEDNESDAY WEDNESDAY 

6:00 PM 6:00 PM 

Opening Ceremonies Opening Ceremonies 

Join us for the Element 11 - Oasis Join us for the Element 11 - Oasis 

of Dreams opening ceremonies!of Dreams opening ceremonies!

THURSDAY THURSDAY 

9:00 AM - 10:00 AM 9:00 AM - 10:00 AM 

Slow Flow + Inversion ImmersionSlow Flow + Inversion Immersion

Warm up your body with a slow Warm up your body with a slow 

flow, incorporating playful flow, incorporating playful 

movement and build your movement and build your 

confidence to explore the world confidence to explore the world 

upside down. upside down. 

11:00 AM - 12:00 PM 11:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

Mavi BlueMavi Blue

Folk music that travels through Folk music that travels through 

time and tells interactive stories.time and tells interactive stories.

1:00 PM - 2:00 PM 1:00 PM - 2:00 PM 

Yax_musikaYax_musika

Organic house, deep house ( with Organic house, deep house ( with 

eastern and desert tunes) mostly eastern and desert tunes) mostly 

mellow music!mellow music!

8:00 PM - 9:00 PM 8:00 PM - 9:00 PM 

Sean Baker’s  Sean Baker’s  

Recycled StardustRecycled Stardust

Sean Baker’s Recycled Stardust Sean Baker’s Recycled Stardust 

(SBRS) is a five-piece “SLC (SBRS) is a five-piece “SLC 

existential folk punk band”, led existential folk punk band”, led 

by frontman Sean Baker who by frontman Sean Baker who 

sings about dealing with loss, sings about dealing with loss, 

preparing for death, and facing preparing for death, and facing 

his demons, all while searching his demons, all while searching 

for the light through the for the light through the 

darkness.darkness.

9:00 AM - 10:00 AM9:00 AM - 10:00 AM

Genit-HELL YEAH!Genit-HELL YEAH!

Remounting their Masters Thesis Remounting their Masters Thesis 

show for one last go, Madazon show for one last go, Madazon 

Can-Can is once again proud Can-Can is once again proud 

to present Genit-HELL YEAH! A to present Genit-HELL YEAH! A 

wild drag puppetry romp through wild drag puppetry romp through 

everything you thought you knew everything you thought you knew 

about sex, gender and being about sex, gender and being 

human... audience participation human... audience participation 

required.required.

FRIDAYFRIDAY

2:00 PM - 2:30 PM 2:00 PM - 2:30 PM 

Ms MeowgickMs Meowgick

A mind reading comedy Magic A mind reading comedy Magic 

with a sassy cat flare and with a sassy cat flare and 

vaudeville sideshow. Ending with vaudeville sideshow. Ending with 

an inspirational magical message an inspirational magical message 

that brings the whole community that brings the whole community 

together.together.
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EVENTS

WEDNESDAY WEDNESDAY 
All DayAll Day
ZenZen
Zen DomeZen Dome
Daytime — Enjoy the shade and space to relax and chill. Bring Daytime — Enjoy the shade and space to relax and chill. Bring 
your games to the space and enjoy playing a game of cards. your games to the space and enjoy playing a game of cards. 
By night relax into the flow and vibe Zen has to offer.By night relax into the flow and vibe Zen has to offer.

Random TimesRandom Times
Ask Me About My BushAsk Me About My Bush
Open CampingOpen Camping
You must find the bush. (There will be a sign) Interpretive You must find the bush. (There will be a sign) Interpretive 
performances that convey the hidden meaning behind my bush.performances that convey the hidden meaning behind my bush.

Random TimesRandom Times
Outlaw Lounge Random Bar HoursOutlaw Lounge Random Bar Hours
Outlaw LoungeOutlaw Lounge
Thirsty? Take a chance at the Outlaw Lounge, where the Thirsty? Take a chance at the Outlaw Lounge, where the 
bar hours are as spontaneous as our drinks! Open whenever bar hours are as spontaneous as our drinks! Open whenever 
someone’s there to serve you. Whether early bird or night owl, someone’s there to serve you. Whether early bird or night owl, 
you just might find the bar open and ready to quench your thirst you just might find the bar open and ready to quench your thirst 
with a variety of delightful beverages. Stop by anytime; luck with a variety of delightful beverages. Stop by anytime; luck 
might just be on your side! Non Alcoholic drinks also available.might just be on your side! Non Alcoholic drinks also available.

TBDTBD
Psychiatric Help: 5 CentsPsychiatric Help: 5 Cents
In the ShadeIn the Shade
Missing your weekly therapy appointment to swelter in the dust? Missing your weekly therapy appointment to swelter in the dust? 
The doctor is in! Areas of expertise include: existential angst, The doctor is in! Areas of expertise include: existential angst, 
relationship drama and serious life changes. Services offered relationship drama and serious life changes. Services offered 
include just venting, heavy ego petting, and brutal honesty. include just venting, heavy ego petting, and brutal honesty. 
Appointment times range from Quickie to Just Lonely.Appointment times range from Quickie to Just Lonely.

9:00am-9pm9:00am-9pm
Chill PuddleChill Puddle
Corvid’s CuriositiesCorvid’s Curiosities
Coloring, comfort, kandi beads.Coloring, comfort, kandi beads.

9:00am-11:45am9:00am-11:45am
Scarbutts Cafe: Regular HoursScarbutts Cafe: Regular Hours
Scarbutts CafeScarbutts Cafe
Our chipper staff serve strong coffee and truly fantastic Our chipper staff serve strong coffee and truly fantastic 
spankings to the groggy masses. You are invited to choose spankings to the groggy masses. You are invited to choose 
from a menu of spankings that range from mild to hot and from a menu of spankings that range from mild to hot and 
foamy. After being served your spanking of choice by a friendly foamy. After being served your spanking of choice by a friendly 
bar-assta, please have a cup of coffee. We come with a bar-assta, please have a cup of coffee. We come with a 
sarcastic edge, butt provide a warm, welcoming, atmosphere.sarcastic edge, butt provide a warm, welcoming, atmosphere.

9:00am-9:00pm9:00am-9:00pm
Bad Advice BoothBad Advice Booth
The Garden of HedonThe Garden of Hedon
“You should probably replace your plumbing with asbestos” “You should probably replace your plumbing with asbestos” 
and the like. Start time: when we sit down at the boothand the like. Start time: when we sit down at the booth
End time: when we stand up.End time: when we stand up.

WEDNESDAYWEDNESDAY
10am-3pm10am-3pm
Playa Outfit Gifting and Dress-Up PartyPlaya Outfit Gifting and Dress-Up Party
P3 The Princess Party Palace “Camp Let’s Play Dress-up”P3 The Princess Party Palace “Camp Let’s Play Dress-up”
Stop by our camp for daily gifting of fabulous Playa Outfits Stop by our camp for daily gifting of fabulous Playa Outfits 
and accessories. Usually mid-morning to mid afternoon daily and accessories. Usually mid-morning to mid afternoon daily 
depending on the amount of alcohol involved. Also serving fresh depending on the amount of alcohol involved. Also serving fresh 
brewed Nitrogen infused iced coffee. Bring your playa cup!brewed Nitrogen infused iced coffee. Bring your playa cup!

10:00am -1:00pm10:00am -1:00pm
Sound Check SoireeSound Check Soiree
The SophistaPirate CoveThe SophistaPirate Cove
Come meet the Pirates while we fine tune our camp.  Come meet the Pirates while we fine tune our camp.  
We’ll be servin Sophistasangria and fine tuning the Cove.We’ll be servin Sophistasangria and fine tuning the Cove.

11:00am -11:00pm11:00am -11:00pm
Ball PitBall Pit
Corvid’s CuriositiesCorvid’s Curiosities
Air conditioned ball pit with safety monitor. Air conditioned ball pit with safety monitor. 

11:45am -12:45pm11:45am -12:45pm
Scarbutts Cafe: Sign’s On? Pot’s On! (SOPO) HoursScarbutts Cafe: Sign’s On? Pot’s On! (SOPO) Hours
Scarbutts CafeScarbutts Cafe
Our groggy staff turn on the Open sign, and brew even stronger, Our groggy staff turn on the Open sign, and brew even stronger, 
single-batch, interesting coffees at random times throughout single-batch, interesting coffees at random times throughout 
the day, accompanied by fantastic spankings ass usual. Not the day, accompanied by fantastic spankings ass usual. Not 
sure if we’re serving? Then look for the Open sign - “If the Sign’s sure if we’re serving? Then look for the Open sign - “If the Sign’s 
On, the Pot’s On”. We come with a somewhat more sarcastic On, the Pot’s On”. We come with a somewhat more sarcastic 
edge, butt still provide a warm, welcoming, atmosphere.edge, butt still provide a warm, welcoming, atmosphere.

12:00pm-12:00am12:00pm-12:00am
Patio & SofasPatio & Sofas
Sofa KingdumSofa Kingdum
Need a comfy place to hang out in the shade during the day Need a comfy place to hang out in the shade during the day 
and watch people make a fool of themselves? We have the and watch people make a fool of themselves? We have the 
place for you! Our Patio is situated right on the Playground, place for you! Our Patio is situated right on the Playground, 
giving you front-row seats to spectate all the shenanigans.giving you front-row seats to spectate all the shenanigans.
Did you think a sofa was just for kicking back while you played Did you think a sofa was just for kicking back while you played 
games? Well, come experience a sofa that is the game!games? Well, come experience a sofa that is the game!

12:00pm-12:00am12:00pm-12:00am
SofaSeeSawSofaSeeSaw
Sofa KingdumSofa Kingdum
Did you think a sofa was just for kicking back while you played Did you think a sofa was just for kicking back while you played 
games? Well, come experience a sofa that is the game!games? Well, come experience a sofa that is the game!

2pm-3pm2pm-3pm
Blow Job BoothBlow Job Booth
Camper S. ThompsonCamper S. Thompson
The Blowjob Booth is your pit-stop of pleasure, for all genders The Blowjob Booth is your pit-stop of pleasure, for all genders 
and otherwise. Come get a blowjob so good, it’ll knock the dust and otherwise. Come get a blowjob so good, it’ll knock the dust 
off your shoes. When the dust storms got your shoes weighed off your shoes. When the dust storms got your shoes weighed 
down, swing on by and well be sure to blow all your troubles down, swing on by and well be sure to blow all your troubles 
away. Complete with air compressors and air nozzles, a job away. Complete with air compressors and air nozzles, a job 
that we will blow you away with. There is also an open bar that we will blow you away with. There is also an open bar 
complete with pickle backs and some lemonade.complete with pickle backs and some lemonade.
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EVENTS

WEDNESDAYWEDNESDAY
7:30pm-8:30pm7:30pm-8:30pm
Regularly Scheduled ProgrammingRegularly Scheduled Programming
Channel 11 WTFU-TV Broadcast NetworkChannel 11 WTFU-TV Broadcast Network
Find our living room in the desert or tune your television to your Find our living room in the desert or tune your television to your 
favorite regularly scheduled programming. The dating game, favorite regularly scheduled programming. The dating game, 
infomercials, daytime court TV, and variety shows galore.infomercials, daytime court TV, and variety shows galore.

8pm-11pm8pm-11pm
Industry NightIndustry Night
Nerd RanchNerd Ranch
Feeling like a Skinny Puppy after building your theme camp? Feeling like a Skinny Puppy after building your theme camp? 
Are you putting off the rest of your Kraftwerk until tomorrow? Are you putting off the rest of your Kraftwerk until tomorrow? 
Well, drop by Industry Night at Nerd Ranch! Coil up by Well, drop by Industry Night at Nerd Ranch! Coil up by 
Gowron’s Glory Hole, fill up your Rammstein with a cool drink Gowron’s Glory Hole, fill up your Rammstein with a cool drink 
and enjoy a few hours of Mindless Self Indulgence with all of and enjoy a few hours of Mindless Self Indulgence with all of 
your meat-themed industrial favorites!your meat-themed industrial favorites!

8:30pm-10:30pm8:30pm-10:30pm
Sunset MartinisSunset Martinis
Shangri-LoungeShangri-Lounge
Come enjoy a top-shelf cocktail with old or new friends. Our Come enjoy a top-shelf cocktail with old or new friends. Our 
upscale neon lounge overlooks Desert Peak for an unforgettable upscale neon lounge overlooks Desert Peak for an unforgettable 
experience. We even provide the glasses and Frank Sinatra!experience. We even provide the glasses and Frank Sinatra!

8:30pm-9pm8:30pm-9pm
The Nightly NewsThe Nightly News
Channel 11 WTFU-TV Broadcast NetworkChannel 11 WTFU-TV Broadcast Network
Being up to date on the latest playa news is your civic responsibility Being up to date on the latest playa news is your civic responsibility 
as an informed citizen. Tune in to our nightly live broadcast.as an informed citizen. Tune in to our nightly live broadcast.

DuskDusk
LazyLandLazyLand
Electric Lazy LoungeElectric Lazy Lounge
Genuine bonafide electrified six person Lazy rides.Genuine bonafide electrified six person Lazy rides.

9pm-10pm9pm-10pm
The Late-at-Night ShowThe Late-at-Night Show
Channel 11 WTFU-TV Broadcast NetworkChannel 11 WTFU-TV Broadcast Network
It’s a live television broadcast late show! Our host Blocky will be It’s a live television broadcast late show! Our host Blocky will be 
entertaining you and interviewing Element 11’s hottest celebrities.entertaining you and interviewing Element 11’s hottest celebrities.

9pm-10pm9pm-10pm
Aerials/Movies and ChillAerials/Movies and Chill
Corvid’s CuriositiesCorvid’s Curiosities
Aerial artist performances/Movies and artistic shorts.Aerial artist performances/Movies and artistic shorts.

9pm-10pm9pm-10pm
Scarbutts Cafe Coffee After Dark™Scarbutts Cafe Coffee After Dark™
Scarbutts CafeScarbutts Cafe
Exclusive Scarbutts After Dark™ brand coffee will be served Exclusive Scarbutts After Dark™ brand coffee will be served 
at a number of to-be-announced after-sundown VIP events at a number of to-be-announced after-sundown VIP events 
including a “Coffee Cocktail Happy Hour”, “Midnight Coffee” including a “Coffee Cocktail Happy Hour”, “Midnight Coffee” 
and more! Wanna know exactly what and when happens After and more! Wanna know exactly what and when happens After 
Dark™? Then check in during Regular Hours, or stop in for a taste Dark™? Then check in during Regular Hours, or stop in for a taste 
of SOPO, and see the night schedule as it becomes available.of SOPO, and see the night schedule as it becomes available.

9:45pm-12am9:45pm-12am
Movie Night with RangersMovie Night with Rangers
Ranger OutpostRanger Outpost
Come one, come all for some tasty popcorn and freeze dried Come one, come all for some tasty popcorn and freeze dried 
candies (remember to bring something to put your candy in). candies (remember to bring something to put your candy in). 
Relax and enjoy a movie or two on a 10ft screen with your Relax and enjoy a movie or two on a 10ft screen with your 
favorite volunteers in khaki.favorite volunteers in khaki.

THURSDAYTHURSDAY
All DayAll Day
ZenZen
Zen DomeZen Dome
Daytime — Enjoy the shade and space to relax and chill. Bring Daytime — Enjoy the shade and space to relax and chill. Bring 
your games to the space and enjoy playing a game of cards. your games to the space and enjoy playing a game of cards. 
By night relax into the flow and vibe Zen has to offer.By night relax into the flow and vibe Zen has to offer.

Random TimesRandom Times
Ask Me About My BushAsk Me About My Bush
Open Camping.Open Camping.
You must find the bush. (There will be a sign) Interpretive You must find the bush. (There will be a sign) Interpretive 
performances that convey the hidden meaning behind my bush.performances that convey the hidden meaning behind my bush.

Random TimesRandom Times
Outlaw Lounge Random Bar HoursOutlaw Lounge Random Bar Hours
Outlaw LoungeOutlaw Lounge
Thirsty? Take a chance at the Outlaw Lounge, where the Thirsty? Take a chance at the Outlaw Lounge, where the 
bar hours are as spontaneous as our drinks! Open whenever bar hours are as spontaneous as our drinks! Open whenever 
someone’s there to serve you. Whether early bird or night owl, someone’s there to serve you. Whether early bird or night owl, 
you just might find the bar open and ready to quench your thirst you just might find the bar open and ready to quench your thirst 
with a variety of delightful beverages. Stop by anytime; luck with a variety of delightful beverages. Stop by anytime; luck 
might just be on your side! Non Alcoholic drinks also available.might just be on your side! Non Alcoholic drinks also available.

TBDTBD
Psychiatric Help: 5 CentsPsychiatric Help: 5 Cents
In the ShadeIn the Shade
Missing your weekly therapy appointment to swelter in the Missing your weekly therapy appointment to swelter in the 
dust? The doctor is in! Areas of expertise include: existential dust? The doctor is in! Areas of expertise include: existential 
angst, relationship drama and serious life changes. Services angst, relationship drama and serious life changes. Services 
offered include just venting, heavy ego petting, and brutal offered include just venting, heavy ego petting, and brutal 
honesty. Appointment times range from Quickie to Just Lonely.honesty. Appointment times range from Quickie to Just Lonely.

12am-12pm12am-12pm
Patio & Sofas | SofaSeeSawPatio & Sofas | SofaSeeSaw
Sofa KingdumSofa Kingdum
Need a comfy place to hang out in the shade during the day Need a comfy place to hang out in the shade during the day 
and watch people make a fool of themselves? We have the and watch people make a fool of themselves? We have the 
place for you! Our Patio is situated right on the Playground, place for you! Our Patio is situated right on the Playground, 
giving you front-row seats to spectate all the shenanigans.giving you front-row seats to spectate all the shenanigans.
Did you think a sofa was just for kicking back while you played Did you think a sofa was just for kicking back while you played 
games? Well, come experience a sofa that is the game!games? Well, come experience a sofa that is the game!

8:00am-10:00am8:00am-10:00am
Bloody Mary BarBloody Mary Bar
The Garden of HedonThe Garden of Hedon
Come and get your BloodysCome and get your Bloodys
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THURSDAYTHURSDAY
9:00am-9:00pm9:00am-9:00pm
Chill PuddleChill Puddle
Corvid’s CuriositiesCorvid’s Curiosities
Coloring, comfort, kandi beadsColoring, comfort, kandi beads

9:00am-12:00pm9:00am-12:00pm
Scarbutts Cafe: Regular HoursScarbutts Cafe: Regular Hours
Scarbutts CafeScarbutts Cafe
Our chipper staff serve strong coffee and truly fantastic Our chipper staff serve strong coffee and truly fantastic 
spankings to the groggy masses. You are invited to choose spankings to the groggy masses. You are invited to choose 
from a menu of spankings that range from mild to hot and from a menu of spankings that range from mild to hot and 
foamy. After being served your spanking of choice by a friendly foamy. After being served your spanking of choice by a friendly 
bar-assta, please have a cup of coffee. We come with a bar-assta, please have a cup of coffee. We come with a 
sarcastic edge, butt provide a warm, welcoming, atmosphere.sarcastic edge, butt provide a warm, welcoming, atmosphere.

9:00am-9:00pm9:00am-9:00pm
Bad Advice BoothBad Advice Booth
The Garden of HedonThe Garden of Hedon
“You should probably replace your plumbing with asbestos” “You should probably replace your plumbing with asbestos” 
and the like. Start time: when we sit down at the booth and the like. Start time: when we sit down at the booth 
End time: when we stand up.End time: when we stand up.

9:00am-9:15am9:00am-9:15am
Ask Me About My BushAsk Me About My Bush
Open CampingOpen Camping
Interpretive performances that convey the hidden meaning Interpretive performances that convey the hidden meaning 
behind my bush.\n\nRandom times if you find us at camp and behind my bush.\n\nRandom times if you find us at camp and 
would like to learn about the bush just ask. You must find the would like to learn about the bush just ask. You must find the 
bush. (there will be a sign)bush. (there will be a sign)

10am-3pm10am-3pm
Playa Outfit Gifting and Dress-Up PartyPlaya Outfit Gifting and Dress-Up Party
P3 The Princess Party Palace “Camp Let’s Play Dress-up”P3 The Princess Party Palace “Camp Let’s Play Dress-up”
Stop by our camp for daily gifting of fabulous Playa Outfits Stop by our camp for daily gifting of fabulous Playa Outfits 
and accessories. Usually mid-morning to mid afternoon daily and accessories. Usually mid-morning to mid afternoon daily 
depending on the amount of alcohol involved. Also serving fresh depending on the amount of alcohol involved. Also serving fresh 
brewed Nitrogen infused iced coffee. Bring your playa cup!brewed Nitrogen infused iced coffee. Bring your playa cup!

11:00am -11:00pm11:00am -11:00pm
Ball PitBall Pit
Corvid’s CuriositiesCorvid’s Curiosities
Air conditioned ball pit with safety monitor. Air conditioned ball pit with safety monitor. 

11:00am-12:00pm11:00am-12:00pm
Acoustic music sessions/JugbandAcoustic music sessions/Jugband
Crypster SaloonCrypster Saloon

11:00am-12:00pm11:00am-12:00pm
Ecstatic BreathworkEcstatic Breathwork
Bee Here NowBee Here Now
A fun exploration of breathworkA fun exploration of breathwork

THURSDAYTHURSDAY
11:00am - 12:00pm11:00am - 12:00pm
Figure Drawing ClassFigure Drawing Class
Social NippleSocial Nipple
Join us at the Social Nipple camp for Figure Drawing Fun!  Join us at the Social Nipple camp for Figure Drawing Fun!  
On Thursday and Friday morning from 11 a.m. to 12 noon, all On Thursday and Friday morning from 11 a.m. to 12 noon, all 
levels of artists are welcome to attend our laid-back drawing levels of artists are welcome to attend our laid-back drawing 
sessions. We’ll provide the paper and charcoal–you bring the sessions. We’ll provide the paper and charcoal–you bring the 
creativity. Attendees are encouraged to volunteer as models! creativity. Attendees are encouraged to volunteer as models! 
Whether you’re a seasoned artist or just looking to try something Whether you’re a seasoned artist or just looking to try something 
new, come sketch with us and let your artistic side shine!new, come sketch with us and let your artistic side shine!

11:00am - 1pm11:00am - 1pm
Wing Making WorkshopWing Making Workshop
CicadiaCicadia
Every bug needs an accessory, join us to make yours for the Every bug needs an accessory, join us to make yours for the 
forthcoming Ugly Bug Ball. Craft supplies provided, no skills required.forthcoming Ugly Bug Ball. Craft supplies provided, no skills required.

11:45am - 12:45pm11:45am - 12:45pm
Scarbutts Cafe: Sign’s On? Pot’s On! (SOPO) HoursScarbutts Cafe: Sign’s On? Pot’s On! (SOPO) Hours
Scarbutts CafeScarbutts Cafe
Our groggy staff turn on the Open sign, and brew even stronger, Our groggy staff turn on the Open sign, and brew even stronger, 
single-batch, interesting coffees at random times throughout single-batch, interesting coffees at random times throughout 
the day, accompanied by fantastic spankings ass usual. Not the day, accompanied by fantastic spankings ass usual. Not 
sure if we’re serving? Then look for the Open sign “If the Sign’s sure if we’re serving? Then look for the Open sign “If the Sign’s 
On, the Pot’s On”. We come with a somewhat sarcasticer edge, On, the Pot’s On”. We come with a somewhat sarcasticer edge, 
butt still provide a warm, welcoming, atmosphere.butt still provide a warm, welcoming, atmosphere.

12:00pm - 1:00pm12:00pm - 1:00pm
Meet the TribeMeet the Tribe
Utah Fire TribeUtah Fire Tribe
Come meet some of the members and spin with us. New to Come meet some of the members and spin with us. New to 
spinning and are interested in learning? Come learn how to spinning and are interested in learning? Come learn how to 
get started in flow arts.get started in flow arts.

12:00pm - 2:00pm12:00pm - 2:00pm
Fiesta CommunalFiesta Communal
The SophistaPirate CoveThe SophistaPirate Cove
Come celebrate Latinoamérica pride with the Sophistapirates Come celebrate Latinoamérica pride with the Sophistapirates 
at ZAR’s takeover! We will be serving hot Latino beats food at ZAR’s takeover! We will be serving hot Latino beats food 
and margaritas so come hungry and ready to dance.and margaritas so come hungry and ready to dance.

12:00pm - 2:00pm12:00pm - 2:00pm
Hive Buzz Mocktails Hive Buzz Mocktails 
Bee Here NowBee Here Now
Come enjoy delicious mocktails while you paint your 3D Clit! Bring Come enjoy delicious mocktails while you paint your 3D Clit! Bring 
your own cup! We might even have a little gift for you ;) 3d printed your own cup! We might even have a little gift for you ;) 3d printed 
Clitoris painting - Come paint your small 3d printed clitoris that Clitoris painting - Come paint your small 3d printed clitoris that 
you can take home with you! Explore a fanzine dedicated to the you can take home with you! Explore a fanzine dedicated to the 
clitoris by Les Infemmes, a group of French feminists.clitoris by Les Infemmes, a group of French feminists.

12:00pm - 6:00pm12:00pm - 6:00pm
Dreams in the sky, dreamer and memorial shellsDreams in the sky, dreamer and memorial shells
Camp FireflyCamp Firefly
Come write a message, dream or memorial note on a firework Come write a message, dream or memorial note on a firework 
that will be sent up during the firework show Friday night.that will be sent up during the firework show Friday night.
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THURSDAYTHURSDAY
12:00pm - 12:00am12:00pm - 12:00am
Open DecksOpen Decks
The Garden of HedonThe Garden of Hedon
We welcome any and all DJ’s who want to come spin their We welcome any and all DJ’s who want to come spin their 
music on our stage to come on by.music on our stage to come on by.

12:10pm, 2:10pm, 4:10pm12:10pm, 2:10pm, 4:10pm
The Art of Platonic Affection - 10 min WorkshopThe Art of Platonic Affection - 10 min Workshop
Info Booth/Hug DeliInfo Booth/Hug Deli
Practice safely experiencing skin-to-skin contact and Practice safely experiencing skin-to-skin contact and 
emotional intimacy in a non-romantic, non-sexual context. emotional intimacy in a non-romantic, non-sexual context. 
Hold hands with a stranger while you safely share emotions Hold hands with a stranger while you safely share emotions 
and cultivate vulnerability with conversational prompts.and cultivate vulnerability with conversational prompts.

1:00pm - 2:00pm1:00pm - 2:00pm
Desert Rock HourDesert Rock Hour
CicadiaCicadia
Some bugs are bright and colorful while others are mysterious Some bugs are bright and colorful while others are mysterious 
and dark. If you’re on the dark and mysterious side, come join and dark. If you’re on the dark and mysterious side, come join 
us for an hour to sip a Reznor on the Rocks while jamming to us for an hour to sip a Reznor on the Rocks while jamming to 
some industrial and alternative rock favorites! \m/some industrial and alternative rock favorites! \m/

1:00pm - 3:00pm1:00pm - 3:00pm
Alchemy of ConnectionAlchemy of Connection
Afterburner’s AlchemistAfterburner’s Alchemist
Come learn about the alchemy of connection from our Come learn about the alchemy of connection from our 
experienced team. Join us as we play a variety of games experienced team. Join us as we play a variety of games 
designed to foster synergy and authentic connection. These designed to foster synergy and authentic connection. These 
activities will provide players with hands-on experience activities will provide players with hands-on experience 
of both the joy and skills of interpersonal connection. New of both the joy and skills of interpersonal connection. New 
players can join in at any time! There will also be an tarot/players can join in at any time! There will also be an tarot/
oracle circle for anyone who wants to bring their cards and oracle circle for anyone who wants to bring their cards and 
trade readings. No cards? Join anyways as we have enough to trade readings. No cards? Join anyways as we have enough to 
share! Never had a reading? Now is the time!share! Never had a reading? Now is the time!

1:00pm - 3:00pm1:00pm - 3:00pm
Blow Job BoothBlow Job Booth
Camper S. ThompsonCamper S. Thompson
Get out of the sun, see some art, and hang out with the Get out of the sun, see some art, and hang out with the 
Buffalos. We will be serving pickleback shots, and lemonade. Buffalos. We will be serving pickleback shots, and lemonade. 
Don’t forget to get your Blow Job before!Don’t forget to get your Blow Job before!

1:00pm - 3:00pm1:00pm - 3:00pm
Tit Tea TimeTit Tea Time
Social NippleSocial Nipple
Come join us at the Social Nipple camp Tit Tea Time. Running Come join us at the Social Nipple camp Tit Tea Time. Running 
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m., our Thursday, Friday, and Saturday from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m., our 
comfortable lounge is the perfect spot to relax and enjoy comfortable lounge is the perfect spot to relax and enjoy 
some refreshing selection of iced teas and live DJs. While some refreshing selection of iced teas and live DJs. While 
you’re there, don’t miss the chance get your nipples stamped you’re there, don’t miss the chance get your nipples stamped 
to make them truly social! Tops never required.to make them truly social! Tops never required.

THURSDAYTHURSDAY
1:00pm - 3:00pm1:00pm - 3:00pm
Hunters CabinHunters Cabin
Camper S ThompsonCamper S Thompson
Get out of the sun, see some art, and hang out with the Get out of the sun, see some art, and hang out with the 
Buffalos. We will be serving pickleback shots, and lemonade. Buffalos. We will be serving pickleback shots, and lemonade. 
Don’t forget to get your Blow Job before!Don’t forget to get your Blow Job before!

1:00pm - 4:00pm1:00pm - 4:00pm
Zebra StampedeZebra Stampede
P3: The Princess Party Palace “Camp Let’s Play Dress-up”P3: The Princess Party Palace “Camp Let’s Play Dress-up”
Time to form into a dazzle of Zebras and gathering our strength Time to form into a dazzle of Zebras and gathering our strength 
we stampede into the city in search of friendly watering holes!we stampede into the city in search of friendly watering holes!

1:43pm - 3:43pm1:43pm - 3:43pm
Buttons & ShitButtons & Shit
Lost HighwayLost Highway
Button pop off? Rip a seam? Want to add some desert dazzle Button pop off? Rip a seam? Want to add some desert dazzle 
to your get up? Bring your items to the DIY sewing center and to your get up? Bring your items to the DIY sewing center and 
get help fixing it right up so you can go shake your booty all get help fixing it right up so you can go shake your booty all 
night. Some gear repair may be available. Come by and see if night. Some gear repair may be available. Come by and see if 
we got whatcha need. we got whatcha need. 

2:00pm-4:00pm2:00pm-4:00pm
Antenna Making WorkshopAntenna Making Workshop
CicadiaCicadia
Every bug needs an accessory, join us to make yours for the Every bug needs an accessory, join us to make yours for the 
forthcoming Ugly Bug Ball. Craft supplies provided, no skills required.forthcoming Ugly Bug Ball. Craft supplies provided, no skills required.

2:00pm-5:00pm2:00pm-5:00pm
Bewitching Hour | Make your own Fairy Crown!Bewitching Hour | Make your own Fairy Crown!
Forbidden ForestForbidden Forest
Follow the call of the fae! Get lost in the forbidden forest and Follow the call of the fae! Get lost in the forbidden forest and 
discover wonders untold... like our daily Happy Hour! Relax in discover wonders untold... like our daily Happy Hour! Relax in 
the Mushroom Lounge while you sip one of our signature elixirs the Mushroom Lounge while you sip one of our signature elixirs 
(alcoholic or non-alcoholic) and listen to magical melodies. If (alcoholic or non-alcoholic) and listen to magical melodies. If 
you’re lucky you might spot a wandering fairy! Once you fall you’re lucky you might spot a wandering fairy! Once you fall 
under the spell of the forest... you’ll never want to leave...under the spell of the forest... you’ll never want to leave...
Embrace your inner fae queen and take home a cute new Embrace your inner fae queen and take home a cute new 
accessory! Follow along as the fairies and elves teach you accessory! Follow along as the fairies and elves teach you 
how to make a flower crown or wire circlet. Materials will be how to make a flower crown or wire circlet. Materials will be 
provided. All ages welcome!provided. All ages welcome!

2:00pm-3:30pm2:00pm-3:30pm
Birthday PartyBirthday Party
Birthday CampBirthday Camp
Birthday Party - Superhero theme, Cake, Games, PresentsBirthday Party - Superhero theme, Cake, Games, Presents

2:00pm-3:00pm2:00pm-3:00pm
Naked MarchNaked March
Garden of EDUNGarden of EDUN
Everyone join the Naked March! Each afternoon we travel Everyone join the Naked March! Each afternoon we travel 
through the playa on an undetermined route for a half-hour or through the playa on an undetermined route for a half-hour or 
so march sans-clothes. Listen for the chants and music, drop so march sans-clothes. Listen for the chants and music, drop 
everything you are doing, and join us for the NAKED MARCH!everything you are doing, and join us for the NAKED MARCH!
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THURSDAYTHURSDAY
2:00pm-4:00pm2:00pm-4:00pm
Octopussy’s Pilot’s LicenseOctopussy’s Pilot’s License
The OctopussyThe Octopussy
Calling all intergalactic travelers! The space police are out in Calling all intergalactic travelers! The space police are out in 
full force! Don’t get caught without proper identification.  full force! Don’t get caught without proper identification.  
Get your pilot’s license at the Octopussy on Thursday from Get your pilot’s license at the Octopussy on Thursday from 
2-4pm. Don’t get detained at the wormhole gates!2-4pm. Don’t get detained at the wormhole gates!

3:00pm-4:00pm3:00pm-4:00pm
Biochemistry of Psychedelics and Harm ReductionBiochemistry of Psychedelics and Harm Reduction
Nerd RanchNerd Ranch
Everyone knows what they do, but how do they work?  Everyone knows what they do, but how do they work?  
Learn about the biochemistry of psychedelics and how one Learn about the biochemistry of psychedelics and how one 
might prevent the damage they could cause.might prevent the damage they could cause.

3:00pm-4:00pm3:00pm-4:00pm
Lunatic Lounge, Oasis of SoundLunatic Lounge, Oasis of Sound
Wasteland CaravanWasteland Caravan
Immerse yourself in a musical petting zoo! We have Immerse yourself in a musical petting zoo! We have 
instruments for you to play. Venture through the wood winds, instruments for you to play. Venture through the wood winds, 
tickle your fingers on the brass, pump your feet on the organ! tickle your fingers on the brass, pump your feet on the organ! 
Come play, sing, or listen with music from the ages!Come play, sing, or listen with music from the ages!

3:00pm - 4:00pm3:00pm - 4:00pm
Mind Map FuckeryMind Map Fuckery
Bee Here NowBee Here Now
Explore introspection, existential questions, and childhood Explore introspection, existential questions, and childhood 
trauma. Delve into how others make mental connections trauma. Delve into how others make mental connections 
and ponder life’s purpose and the afterlife. This class and ponder life’s purpose and the afterlife. This class 
offers a space for shared reflection, not prescription, led offers a space for shared reflection, not prescription, led 
by someone candid about their own mental health journey. by someone candid about their own mental health journey. 
Group discussions encourage sharing and empathy.Group discussions encourage sharing and empathy.

4:00pm - 6:00pm4:00pm - 6:00pm
Flamingle & MingleFlamingle & Mingle
Too Many FlamingosToo Many Flamingos
Come meet your new friends at the Too Many Flamingos camp & get ur Come meet your new friends at the Too Many Flamingos camp & get ur 
flamingle on! Enjoy a nice refreshing beverage & a break from the sun.flamingle on! Enjoy a nice refreshing beverage & a break from the sun.

4:00pm - 5:00pm4:00pm - 5:00pm
Intro to Contact FlowIntro to Contact Flow
Utah Fire TribeUtah Fire Tribe
Come learn/teach some contact flow with us! Hosted by Chris.Come learn/teach some contact flow with us! Hosted by Chris.

4:00pm-7:00pm4:00pm-7:00pm
Jager Bombs and SuchJager Bombs and Such
Hydration StationHydration Station
Jager Bomb Brad & friends will be offering shots ot Jager Bomb Brad & friends will be offering shots ot 
Jagermeister, Vodka or tequila with your energy drink! Plenty Jagermeister, Vodka or tequila with your energy drink! Plenty 
of water and Gatorade to help chase it!of water and Gatorade to help chase it!

THURSDAYTHURSDAY
4:00pm-5:00pm4:00pm-5:00pm
Polyamory 101 PanelPolyamory 101 Panel
Forbidden ForestForbidden Forest
Join us for an enlightening exploration of polyamory! Gather Join us for an enlightening exploration of polyamory! Gather 
as seasoned practitioners of diverse poly lifestyles share as seasoned practitioners of diverse poly lifestyles share 
their tales and wisdom. Whether you’re a curious wanderer, a their tales and wisdom. Whether you’re a curious wanderer, a 
seasoned explorer, or somewhere in between, this panel offers seasoned explorer, or somewhere in between, this panel offers 
a magical opportunity to ask questions, seek advice, or simply a magical opportunity to ask questions, seek advice, or simply 
uncover the secrets of what polyamory is all about.uncover the secrets of what polyamory is all about.

4:00pm - 3:00am4:00pm - 3:00am
Sophisticadia: A Cicadian Brood Swarm Over The CoveSophisticadia: A Cicadian Brood Swarm Over The Cove
CicadiaCicadia
2024 is a rare Cicada double emergence event not seen 2024 is a rare Cicada double emergence event not seen 
since 1803. As they swarm and sounds of cicadas dominate since 1803. As they swarm and sounds of cicadas dominate 
the US, the Cicadians will be doing the same at the pirates the US, the Cicadians will be doing the same at the pirates 
cove! Come join your buggy friends as your favorite Cicadia cove! Come join your buggy friends as your favorite Cicadia 
DJs take over the pirates stage for a night of House music and DJs take over the pirates stage for a night of House music and 
bug themed entertainment!bug themed entertainment!

5:00pm-6:00pm5:00pm-6:00pm
HAPPY KAOS HAPPY HOUR TAKEOVERHAPPY KAOS HAPPY HOUR TAKEOVER
The Boozy BraidThe Boozy Braid
Come join Happy KAOS take over the Boozy Braid Bar. We are Come join Happy KAOS take over the Boozy Braid Bar. We are 
a camp of vets new to the Element community and would love a camp of vets new to the Element community and would love 
to connect over Happy Screwdrivers.to connect over Happy Screwdrivers.

5:00pm-6:00pm5:00pm-6:00pm
Dessert Wines in the DesertDessert Wines in the Desert
BacchusBacchus
Come delight in our decadent dessert wines, dished out in the Come delight in our decadent dessert wines, dished out in the 
desert, with pairings of cheesecake and chocolate. All served desert, with pairings of cheesecake and chocolate. All served 
in the finest stemware this carnival has to offer!in the finest stemware this carnival has to offer!

6:00pm-8:00pm6:00pm-8:00pm
Cat Chat! Conversations with a cat 2.0Cat Chat! Conversations with a cat 2.0
Crypster SaloonCrypster Saloon
Miss kitty is heading back to the desert from the The Windy Miss kitty is heading back to the desert from the The Windy 
city and is ready to chit chat and share pickle backs. Come by city and is ready to chit chat and share pickle backs. Come by 
for a meowvelous time!for a meowvelous time!

6:00pm-7:00pm6:00pm-7:00pm
Evening flow jamEvening flow jam
Utah Fire TribeUtah Fire Tribe
Let’s get the night started with some fire! Bring fuel to Let’s get the night started with some fire! Bring fuel to 
contribute to the jam session. Hosted by Chriscontribute to the jam session. Hosted by Chris

6:00pm-8:00pm6:00pm-8:00pm
Surprise Dish at Captain Cook’sSurprise Dish at Captain Cook’s
The SophistaPirate CoveThe SophistaPirate Cove
The air is thick with the aroma of rich flavors and scents only The air is thick with the aroma of rich flavors and scents only 
the finest palettes & noses can decipher. Come mingle with the finest palettes & noses can decipher. Come mingle with 
your tastebuds as Captain Cook prepares a feast to warm your tastebuds as Captain Cook prepares a feast to warm 
your bones & raise a glass to good food, good drinks, and your bones & raise a glass to good food, good drinks, and 
good company.good company.
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7:30pm-8:30pm7:30pm-8:30pm
Regularly Scheduled ProgrammingRegularly Scheduled Programming
Channel 11 WTFU-TV Broadcast NetworkChannel 11 WTFU-TV Broadcast Network
Find our living room in the desert or tune your television to your Find our living room in the desert or tune your television to your 
favorite regularly scheduled programming. The dating game, favorite regularly scheduled programming. The dating game, 
infomercials, daytime court TV, and variety shows galore.infomercials, daytime court TV, and variety shows galore.

8:00pm-9:00pm8:00pm-9:00pm
All Ages Consent ClassAll Ages Consent Class
Corvid’s CuriositiesCorvid’s Curiosities
Consent for all class.Consent for all class.

8:00pm-11:00pm8:00pm-11:00pm
Metal Night +Air guitar contestMetal Night +Air guitar contest
Camper S ThompsonCamper S Thompson
Get out of the dust and come head bang with us! From 9-10 Get out of the dust and come head bang with us! From 9-10 
there is an air guitar contest with prizes! There is a huge list of there is an air guitar contest with prizes! There is a huge list of 
pre-downloaded songs to choose from and inflatable guitars pre-downloaded songs to choose from and inflatable guitars 
to help show off your skills. Punk Rock beers provided.to help show off your skills. Punk Rock beers provided.

8:00pm-11:00pm8:00pm-11:00pm
Rage it at the Level Up LoungeRage it at the Level Up Lounge
Nerd RanchNerd Ranch
Mana reserves running low? Feeling the need to earn some Mana reserves running low? Feeling the need to earn some 
XP? Is your princess in another castle? Blow the dust out or XP? Is your princess in another castle? Blow the dust out or 
your cartridge and come on by the Nerd Ranch for our Level your cartridge and come on by the Nerd Ranch for our Level 
Up Lounge. Gowron’s Glory Hole will be serving up some Up Lounge. Gowron’s Glory Hole will be serving up some 
refreshing health potions that are sure to power up the player refreshing health potions that are sure to power up the player 
in you. Grab a controller and challenge your friends to some in you. Grab a controller and challenge your friends to some 
16-bit classics or dance the night away as we drop the bass in 16-bit classics or dance the night away as we drop the bass in 
the mushroom kingdom. Push start to begin!the mushroom kingdom. Push start to begin!

DuskDusk
LazyLandLazyLand
Electric Lazy LoungeElectric Lazy Lounge
Genuine bonafide electrified six person Lazy rides.Genuine bonafide electrified six person Lazy rides.

8:00pm-11:00pm8:00pm-11:00pm
Synthwave Sun SetSynthwave Sun Set
Lost HighwayLost Highway
The sun must set. Say ‘So long!’ to our solar center with the The sun must set. Say ‘So long!’ to our solar center with the 
sonorous sounds of a sunset synthwave sonic showcase. Our sonorous sounds of a sunset synthwave sonic showcase. Our 
planet is so beautiful when the sun in low. Rolling over the planet is so beautiful when the sun in low. Rolling over the 
sands, you can see the pink and blue in the air.sands, you can see the pink and blue in the air.

8:30pm-9:00pm8:30pm-9:00pm
The Nightly NewsThe Nightly News
Channel 11 WTFU-TV Broadcast NetworkChannel 11 WTFU-TV Broadcast Network
Being up to date on the latest playa news is your civic responsibility Being up to date on the latest playa news is your civic responsibility 
as an informed citizen. Tune in to our nightly live broadcast.as an informed citizen. Tune in to our nightly live broadcast.

THURSDAYTHURSDAY
8:30pm-10:30pm8:30pm-10:30pm
Sunset MartinisSunset Martinis
Shangri-LoungeShangri-Lounge
Come enjoy a top-shelf cocktail with old or new friends. Our Come enjoy a top-shelf cocktail with old or new friends. Our 
upscale neon lounge overlooks Desert Peak for an unforgettable upscale neon lounge overlooks Desert Peak for an unforgettable 
experience. We even provide the glasses and Frank Sinatra!experience. We even provide the glasses and Frank Sinatra!

8:45pm-9:45pm8:45pm-9:45pm
Sweet Beginnings Sunset YogaSweet Beginnings Sunset Yoga
Hobbiton Presents: The LodgeHobbiton Presents: The Lodge
Savor the sweet beginnings of your E11 journey with the warm Savor the sweet beginnings of your E11 journey with the warm 
sugar and spice of our yoga flow as the summer glow fades sugar and spice of our yoga flow as the summer glow fades 
into our winter nights! Afterwards, stay warm in our Lodge with into our winter nights! Afterwards, stay warm in our Lodge with 
a flagon of our homebrewed beer or cider if you so delight!a flagon of our homebrewed beer or cider if you so delight!

9:00pm-10:00pm9:00pm-10:00pm
Aerials | Movies and ChillAerials | Movies and Chill
Corvid’s CuriositiesCorvid’s Curiosities
Aerial artist performances. Movies and artistic shorts.Aerial artist performances. Movies and artistic shorts.

9:00pm-10:00pm9:00pm-10:00pm
Metal Night +Air guitar contestMetal Night +Air guitar contest
Camper S ThompsonCamper S Thompson
Get out of the dust and come head bang with us! From 9-10 Get out of the dust and come head bang with us! From 9-10 
there is an air guitar contest with prizes! There is a huge list of there is an air guitar contest with prizes! There is a huge list of 
pre-downloaded songs to choose from and inflatable guitars pre-downloaded songs to choose from and inflatable guitars 
to help show off your skills. Punk Rock beers provided.to help show off your skills. Punk Rock beers provided.

9:00pm-11:45am9:00pm-11:45am
Krakens Trap Black Jack - Trinkets for TrinketsKrakens Trap Black Jack - Trinkets for Trinkets
SophistaPirates CoveSophistaPirates Cove
Come play the famous Trinket for Trinket Krakens Trap Black Come play the famous Trinket for Trinket Krakens Trap Black 
Jack. Bring your booty and bounty to play and potentially win Jack. Bring your booty and bounty to play and potentially win 
the Pirates Booty and Bounty.the Pirates Booty and Bounty.

9:00pm-3:00am9:00pm-3:00am
Lunar Transmission 00.1Lunar Transmission 00.1
Lünar OutpostLünar Outpost
Join Lunar Outpost on its debut broadcast, as we showcase Join Lunar Outpost on its debut broadcast, as we showcase 
an evolution in our sonic capacity and capability. The Lunar an evolution in our sonic capacity and capability. The Lunar 
Outpost Residents will be delivering an unparalleled night of Outpost Residents will be delivering an unparalleled night of 
Bass focused, multi-genre music.Bass focused, multi-genre music.

9:00pm-12:00am9:00pm-12:00am
MaiTai One On PartyMaiTai One On Party
My Silly YumMy Silly Yum
Dream the night away with MaiTais, music and mingling!Dream the night away with MaiTais, music and mingling!

9:00pm-3:00am9:00pm-3:00am
Portal to the Lost HighwayPortal to the Lost Highway
Lost HighwayLost Highway
Usually forgotten in the desert sun, once night falls the Lost Highway Usually forgotten in the desert sun, once night falls the Lost Highway 
comes alive with neon, fire, and music. Come explore roadside comes alive with neon, fire, and music. Come explore roadside 
attractions such as the Cuddle Ranch, LoHi Diner, Tire Fire, and attractions such as the Cuddle Ranch, LoHi Diner, Tire Fire, and 
FLAMING-gos, and discover the secret history of this mysterious place.FLAMING-gos, and discover the secret history of this mysterious place.
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THURSDAYTHURSDAY
9:00pm-10:00pm9:00pm-10:00pm
Scarbutts Cafe: Coffee After Dark(tm)Scarbutts Cafe: Coffee After Dark(tm)
Scarbutts CafeScarbutts Cafe
Exclusive Scarbutts After Dark(tm) brand coffee will be serverd Exclusive Scarbutts After Dark(tm) brand coffee will be serverd 
at a number of to-be-announced after-sundown VIP events at a number of to-be-announced after-sundown VIP events 
including a “Coffee Coctail Happy Hour”, “Midnight Coffee” including a “Coffee Coctail Happy Hour”, “Midnight Coffee” 
and more! Wanna know exactly what and when happens After and more! Wanna know exactly what and when happens After 
Dark(tm)? Then check in during Regular Hours, or stop in for a taste Dark(tm)? Then check in during Regular Hours, or stop in for a taste 
of SOPO, and see the night schedule ass it becomes available.of SOPO, and see the night schedule ass it becomes available.

9:00pm-10:00pm9:00pm-10:00pm
The Late-at-Night ShowThe Late-at-Night Show
Channel 11 WTFU-TV Broadcast NetworkChannel 11 WTFU-TV Broadcast Network
It’s a live television broadcast late show! Our host Blocky will be It’s a live television broadcast late show! Our host Blocky will be 
entertaining you and interviewing Element 11’s hottest celebrities.entertaining you and interviewing Element 11’s hottest celebrities.

9:00pm-10:00pm9:00pm-10:00pm
UV Scorpion SearchUV Scorpion Search
CicadiaCicadia
Have you ever wondered about the bugs that live in the ecosystem Have you ever wondered about the bugs that live in the ecosystem 
we choose to call home for a week? if so, join us in this search with we choose to call home for a week? if so, join us in this search with 
UV flashlights for our arachnid neighbors, specifically scorpions. Any UV flashlights for our arachnid neighbors, specifically scorpions. Any 
friends we find will be handled with care and will not be harmed in friends we find will be handled with care and will not be harmed in 
any way. Meet at camp Cicadia, then will move to deep playa.any way. Meet at camp Cicadia, then will move to deep playa.
  
10:00pm-12:00pm10:00pm-12:00pm
Late Nite Noods & KaraokeLate Nite Noods & Karaoke
Utah Fire Tribe CampUtah Fire Tribe Camp
Who’s up for some late-night noodles and a dose of artistic expression? Who’s up for some late-night noodles and a dose of artistic expression? 
Come get a hot cup of noodles and maybe sing some karaoke with us. Come get a hot cup of noodles and maybe sing some karaoke with us. 
Join us as fellow burners take the stage to sing their hearts out!Join us as fellow burners take the stage to sing their hearts out!

11:45pm-12:45am11:45pm-12:45am
A Midnight Social - Nipples, Brats, Burgers, and Chocolate!A Midnight Social - Nipples, Brats, Burgers, and Chocolate!
Social Nipple CampSocial Nipple Camp
Craving a late-night bite? Swing by the Nipple Night Delight Craving a late-night bite? Swing by the Nipple Night Delight 
and grab a burger or brat and some hot chocolate. Don’t and grab a burger or brat and some hot chocolate. Don’t 
forget to get your festive nipple stamp while you’re here. We’ll forget to get your festive nipple stamp while you’re here. We’ll 
be giving those away all event long. Always optional, always a be giving those away all event long. Always optional, always a 
blast. We’ll love you extra if you bring your own plate and cup.blast. We’ll love you extra if you bring your own plate and cup.

FRIDAYFRIDAY
All DayAll Day
ZenZen
Zen DomeZen Dome
Daytime — Enjoy the shade and space to relax and chill. Bring Daytime — Enjoy the shade and space to relax and chill. Bring 
your games to the space and enjoy playing a game of cards. your games to the space and enjoy playing a game of cards. 
By night relax into the flow and vibe Zen has to offer.By night relax into the flow and vibe Zen has to offer.

Random TimesRandom Times
Ask Me About My BushAsk Me About My Bush
Open Camping.Open Camping.
You must find the bush. (There will be a sign) Interpretive You must find the bush. (There will be a sign) Interpretive 
performances that convey the hidden meaning behind my bush.performances that convey the hidden meaning behind my bush.

FRIDAYFRIDAY
Random TimesRandom Times
Outlaw Lounge Random Bar HoursOutlaw Lounge Random Bar Hours
Outlaw LoungeOutlaw Lounge
Thirsty? Take a chance at the Outlaw Lounge, where the Thirsty? Take a chance at the Outlaw Lounge, where the 
bar hours are as spontaneous as our drinks! Open whenever bar hours are as spontaneous as our drinks! Open whenever 
someone’s there to serve you. Whether early bird or night owl, someone’s there to serve you. Whether early bird or night owl, 
you just might find the bar open and ready to quench your thirst you just might find the bar open and ready to quench your thirst 
with a variety of delightful beverages. Stop by anytime; luck with a variety of delightful beverages. Stop by anytime; luck 
might just be on your side! Non Alcoholic drinks also available.might just be on your side! Non Alcoholic drinks also available.

TBDTBD
Psychiatric Help: 5 CentsPsychiatric Help: 5 Cents
In the ShadeIn the Shade
Missing your weekly therapy appointment to swelter in the Missing your weekly therapy appointment to swelter in the 
dust? The doctor is in! Areas of expertise include: existential dust? The doctor is in! Areas of expertise include: existential 
angst, relationship drama and serious life changes. Services angst, relationship drama and serious life changes. Services 
offered include just venting, heavy ego petting, and brutal offered include just venting, heavy ego petting, and brutal 
honesty. Appointment times range from Quickie to Just Lonely.honesty. Appointment times range from Quickie to Just Lonely.

12:00am-12:00pm12:00am-12:00pm
Patio & Sofas | SofaSeeSawPatio & Sofas | SofaSeeSaw
Sofa KingdumSofa Kingdum
Need a comfy place to hang out in the shade during the day Need a comfy place to hang out in the shade during the day 
and watch people make a fool of themselves? We have the and watch people make a fool of themselves? We have the 
place for you! Our Patio is situated right on the Playground, place for you! Our Patio is situated right on the Playground, 
giving you front-row seats to spectate all the shenanigans.giving you front-row seats to spectate all the shenanigans.

8:00am-10:00am8:00am-10:00am
Bloody Mary BarBloody Mary Bar
The Garden of HedonThe Garden of Hedon
Come and get your BloodysCome and get your Bloodys

8:00am-9:00am8:00am-9:00am
Restorative YogaRestorative Yoga
Hobbiton Presents: The LodgeHobbiton Presents: The Lodge
If you weren’t able to start your day off with the workout, here’s If you weren’t able to start your day off with the workout, here’s 
your second opportunity to start it off right! Come enjoy an your second opportunity to start it off right! Come enjoy an 
easy restorative yoga flow, whether you’re recovering from the easy restorative yoga flow, whether you’re recovering from the 
workout or the night before! Led by Eva Woman of Light.workout or the night before! Led by Eva Woman of Light.

8:00am-9:00am8:00am-9:00am
SLC Project Morning WorkoutSLC Project Morning Workout
Hobbiton Presents: The LodgeHobbiton Presents: The Lodge
For those who want to start their day off right, pop on down to For those who want to start their day off right, pop on down to 
Hobbit-town for a floggin’ good time where you will burn more Hobbit-town for a floggin’ good time where you will burn more 
calories laughing than sweating! Just bring yourself. Half the calories laughing than sweating! Just bring yourself. Half the 
battle is showing up!battle is showing up!

9:00am-9:00pm9:00am-9:00pm
Bad Advice BoothBad Advice Booth
The Garden of HedonThe Garden of Hedon
“You should probably replace your plumbing with asbestos” and “You should probably replace your plumbing with asbestos” and 
the like. Start time: when we sit down at the booth the like. Start time: when we sit down at the booth 
End time: when we stand upEnd time: when we stand up
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9:00am-9:00pm9:00am-9:00pm
Chill PuddleChill Puddle
Corvid’s CuriositiesCorvid’s Curiosities
Coloring, comfort, kandi beadsColoring, comfort, kandi beads

9:00am-12:00pm9:00am-12:00pm
Scarbutts Cafe: Regular HoursScarbutts Cafe: Regular Hours
Scarbutts CafeScarbutts Cafe
Our chipper staff serve strong coffee and truly fantastic Our chipper staff serve strong coffee and truly fantastic 
spankings to the groggy masses. You are invited to choose from spankings to the groggy masses. You are invited to choose from 
a menu of spankings that range from mild to hot and foamy. a menu of spankings that range from mild to hot and foamy. 
After being served your spanking of choice by a friendly bar-After being served your spanking of choice by a friendly bar-
assta, please have a cup of coffee. We come with a sarcastic assta, please have a cup of coffee. We come with a sarcastic 
edge, butt provide a warm, welcoming, atmosphere.edge, butt provide a warm, welcoming, atmosphere.

9:30am-12:00pm9:30am-12:00pm
Acro and LibationsAcro and Libations
AcrobotsAcrobots
Awaken in our circus oasis with coffee (spiked option available) Awaken in our circus oasis with coffee (spiked option available) 
and elevate your morning with partner acrobatics. We’ll guide and elevate your morning with partner acrobatics. We’ll guide 
you through techniques suited to your level, teaching safe you through techniques suited to your level, teaching safe 
and shared acrobatic practices. No partner nor experience and shared acrobatic practices. No partner nor experience 
required. Start your day uplifted in body, spirit, and community.required. Start your day uplifted in body, spirit, and community.

10:00am-11:00am10:00am-11:00am
Big Feelings WorkshopBig Feelings Workshop
CicadiaCicadia
We all have big feelings sometimes. It may be something you We all have big feelings sometimes. It may be something you 
need to journal privately, something you need to share with need to journal privately, something you need to share with 
someone else, or something to need to write down and let go someone else, or something to need to write down and let go 
of at the temple burn. Join us for a breathing exercise, guided of at the temple burn. Join us for a breathing exercise, guided 
meditation, aroma therapy and a space to write down those meditation, aroma therapy and a space to write down those 
feelings. Bring your own journal or use our paper and pens feelings. Bring your own journal or use our paper and pens 
provided to you.provided to you.

10:00am-3:00pm10:00am-3:00pm
Playa Outfit Gifting and Dress-Up PartyPlaya Outfit Gifting and Dress-Up Party
P3 The Princess Party Palace “Camp Let’s Play Dress-up”P3 The Princess Party Palace “Camp Let’s Play Dress-up”
Come Play Dress Up! We’re gifting fabulous playa fashions and Come Play Dress Up! We’re gifting fabulous playa fashions and 
outfits. You take it off so we can get it on! Cocktails and Cigars too outfits. You take it off so we can get it on! Cocktails and Cigars too 
at the infamous “Daddy Warbucks Cigar Lounge”! 10ish to 3ish daily.at the infamous “Daddy Warbucks Cigar Lounge”! 10ish to 3ish daily.

10:30am-12:30pm10:30am-12:30pm
Guided Meditation and Open Circle DiscussionGuided Meditation and Open Circle Discussion
Bee Here NowBee Here Now
Come as you Are! We will gather together for a deep dive into Come as you Are! We will gather together for a deep dive into 
the beauty and perfection of the present moment. We will the beauty and perfection of the present moment. We will 
meditate, discuss and ponder the mysteries of the self, life and our meditate, discuss and ponder the mysteries of the self, life and our 
connection to spirit. We will look at ways we can continue to open connection to spirit. We will look at ways we can continue to open 
our hearts, connect to community, and wake up to the miracle of our hearts, connect to community, and wake up to the miracle of 
life, unity and self discovery.life, unity and self discovery.

11:00am11:00am
Acoustic music sessions/JugbandAcoustic music sessions/Jugband
Crypster SaloonCrypster Saloon

FRIDAYFRIDAY
11:00am-11:00pm11:00am-11:00pm
Ball PitBall Pit
Corvid’s CuriositiesCorvid’s Curiosities
Air conditioned ball pit with safety monitor.Air conditioned ball pit with safety monitor.

11:00am-12:00pm11:00am-12:00pm
Bendy Beatnix Twister ChallengeBendy Beatnix Twister Challenge
Lost HighwayLost Highway
Get ready to twist and shout at LoHi’s retro Twister Get ready to twist and shout at LoHi’s retro Twister 
tournament! Step onto the colorful mat and test your agility tournament! Step onto the colorful mat and test your agility 
while grooving to oldies tunes from the 50s. The ultimate while grooving to oldies tunes from the 50s. The ultimate 
champion will snag a nostalgia-packed gift basket filled with champion will snag a nostalgia-packed gift basket filled with 
classics from the golden era. Join us for a blast from the past classics from the golden era. Join us for a blast from the past 
that’s sure to leave you spinning with delight!that’s sure to leave you spinning with delight!

11:00am-2:00pm11:00am-2:00pm
BOOZY BRAID BLOODY BRUNCH PARTYBOOZY BRAID BLOODY BRUNCH PARTY
The Boozy BraidThe Boozy Braid
Come walk the plank and avoid our Snark Shark to earn your Come walk the plank and avoid our Snark Shark to earn your 
Bloody Mary at this pirate themed brunch party. Then adorn Bloody Mary at this pirate themed brunch party. Then adorn 
yourself with treasures in our mermaid beautification lounge.yourself with treasures in our mermaid beautification lounge.

11:00am - 12:00pm11:00am - 12:00pm
Figure Drawing ClassFigure Drawing Class
Social NippleSocial Nipple
Join us at the Social Nipple camp for Figure Drawing Fun! On Join us at the Social Nipple camp for Figure Drawing Fun! On 
Thursday and Friday morning from 11 a.m. to 12 noon, all levels of Thursday and Friday morning from 11 a.m. to 12 noon, all levels of 
artists are welcome to attend our laid-back drawing sessions. artists are welcome to attend our laid-back drawing sessions. 
We’ll provide the paper and charcoal–you bring the creativity. We’ll provide the paper and charcoal–you bring the creativity. 
Attendees are encouraged to volunteer as models! Whether Attendees are encouraged to volunteer as models! Whether 
you’re a seasoned artist or just looking to try something new, you’re a seasoned artist or just looking to try something new, 
come sketch with us and let your artistic side shine!come sketch with us and let your artistic side shine!

11:00am-12:00pm11:00am-12:00pm
Somatic Dance Experience - TwerkshopSomatic Dance Experience - Twerkshop
CICADIACICADIA
Twerkshop Twerkshop  Much more than just twerking... come shake yo  Much more than just twerking... come shake yo 
ass and dance with intention. A guided somatic dance journey ass and dance with intention. A guided somatic dance journey 
to open, clear, and release energy within your chakras (lower to open, clear, and release energy within your chakras (lower 
Chakra focused) and connect you to your personal power. Chakra focused) and connect you to your personal power. 
Spark the fire within and focus on your creative energy. Come Spark the fire within and focus on your creative energy. Come 
get down and weird with us! Friday at noon at camp Cicadia!get down and weird with us! Friday at noon at camp Cicadia!

11:00am-12:00pm11:00am-12:00pm
White Elephant Art ExchangeWhite Elephant Art Exchange
Afterburner AlchemistsAfterburner Alchemists
Do you make weird things, procure weird things or NEED weird Do you make weird things, procure weird things or NEED weird 
things, well come to our weird and wonderful white elephant things, well come to our weird and wonderful white elephant 
art exchange. Whether you planned ahead or are making art exchange. Whether you planned ahead or are making 
something on the fly, just stick it in a gift bag and join the something on the fly, just stick it in a gift bag and join the 
exchange. We’ll even have extra gift bags if you forget!exchange. We’ll even have extra gift bags if you forget!
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11:30am - 2:30pm11:30am - 2:30pm
Desert Yacht ClubDesert Yacht Club
Lünar OutpostLünar Outpost
Wake your ass up with a Scarbutts takeover at Lünar Outpost! Wake your ass up with a Scarbutts takeover at Lünar Outpost! 
Start your morning right by listening to some smooth yacht Start your morning right by listening to some smooth yacht 
rock and grabbing a tasty morning beverage. Spankings are rock and grabbing a tasty morning beverage. Spankings are 
required to receive a beverage!required to receive a beverage!

11:45am - 12:45pm11:45am - 12:45pm
Scarbutts Cafe: Sign’s On? Pot’s On! (SOPO) HoursScarbutts Cafe: Sign’s On? Pot’s On! (SOPO) Hours
Scarbutts CafeScarbutts Cafe
Our groggy staff turn on the Open sign, and brew even stronger, Our groggy staff turn on the Open sign, and brew even stronger, 
single-batch, interesting coffees at random times throughout single-batch, interesting coffees at random times throughout 
the day, accompanied by fantastic spankings ass usual. Not the day, accompanied by fantastic spankings ass usual. Not 
sure if we’re serving? Then look for the Open sign - “If the Sign’s sure if we’re serving? Then look for the Open sign - “If the Sign’s 
On, the Pot’s On”. We come with a somewhat sarcasticer edge, On, the Pot’s On”. We come with a somewhat sarcasticer edge, 
butt still provide a warm, welcoming, atmosphere.butt still provide a warm, welcoming, atmosphere.

12:00pm (Burner Time)12:00pm (Burner Time)
ICE TRUCKICE TRUCK

12:00pm - 2:00pm12:00pm - 2:00pm
Bring Your Own BuzzBring Your Own Buzz
Bee Here NowBee Here Now
Buzz on by The Hive for a refreshing honey mocktail!Buzz on by The Hive for a refreshing honey mocktail!

12:00pm - 12:00am12:00pm - 12:00am
Open DecksOpen Decks
The Garden of HedonThe Garden of Hedon
We welcome any and all DJ’s who want to come spin their We welcome any and all DJ’s who want to come spin their 
music on our stage to come on by.music on our stage to come on by.

12:00pm-1:00pm12:00pm-1:00pm
Paint a BugPaint a Bug
CICADIACICADIA
Beetle, mantis, or bee—doesn’t matter to me! Join Cicadia Beetle, mantis, or bee—doesn’t matter to me! Join Cicadia 
in a painting workshop where we create small works of in a painting workshop where we create small works of 
art inspired by bugs. Bring supplies or join and use ours. art inspired by bugs. Bring supplies or join and use ours. 
All abilities welcome!All abilities welcome!

12:00pm - 12:30pm12:00pm - 12:30pm
Pose for PizzaPose for Pizza
AcrobotsAcrobots
Have you tried acro? We’ll give you a piece of pizza for trying. Have you tried acro? We’ll give you a piece of pizza for trying. 
We’re happy to teach you the basics -- consider joining our We’re happy to teach you the basics -- consider joining our 
jam before this event. First come first serve. Supplies limited.jam before this event. First come first serve. Supplies limited.

12:10pm, 2:10pm, 4:10pm12:10pm, 2:10pm, 4:10pm
The Art of Non-Creepy Compliments - 10 min WorkshopThe Art of Non-Creepy Compliments - 10 min Workshop
Info Booth/Hug DeliInfo Booth/Hug Deli
Practice spreading joy and positivity while respecting consent Practice spreading joy and positivity while respecting consent 
and boundaries. We’ll discuss gentle ways to uplift with and boundaries. We’ll discuss gentle ways to uplift with 
compliments, and pair you up to practice with someone else.compliments, and pair you up to practice with someone else.

FRIDAYFRIDAY
12:30pm - 3:30pm12:30pm - 3:30pm
Dusty DiscoDusty Disco
The SophistaPirate CoveThe SophistaPirate Cove
Feel the sun on your face and the wind in your hair while you Feel the sun on your face and the wind in your hair while you 
board the ship for a Daytime Disco Dance Party! The electric board the ship for a Daytime Disco Dance Party! The electric 
atmosphere and pulsating beats will keep you grooving and atmosphere and pulsating beats will keep you grooving and 
smiling all afternoon. Don your bling, put on those hoops, and smiling all afternoon. Don your bling, put on those hoops, and 
join us for the ultimate disco inferno. Our DJs will transport you join us for the ultimate disco inferno. Our DJs will transport you 
back to the era of glitter, glam, and good times.back to the era of glitter, glam, and good times.

1:00pm - 3:00pm1:00pm - 3:00pm
Blow Job BoothBlow Job Booth
Camper S. ThompsonCamper S. Thompson
The Blowjob Booth is your pit-stop of pleasure, for all genders The Blowjob Booth is your pit-stop of pleasure, for all genders 
and otherwise. Come get a blowjob so good, it’ll knock the and otherwise. Come get a blowjob so good, it’ll knock the 
dust off your shoes. When the dust storms got your shoes dust off your shoes. When the dust storms got your shoes 
weighed down, swing on by and well be sure to blow all your weighed down, swing on by and well be sure to blow all your 
troubles away. Complete with air compressors and air nozzles, troubles away. Complete with air compressors and air nozzles, 
a job that we will blow you away with. There is also an open a job that we will blow you away with. There is also an open 
bar complete with pickle backs and some lemonade.bar complete with pickle backs and some lemonade.

1:00pm - 2:00pm1:00pm - 2:00pm
Crafting With LeatherCrafting With Leather
Forbidden ForestForbidden Forest
Calling all amateur makers and leather lovers! Join us for a Calling all amateur makers and leather lovers! Join us for a 
fusion of texture, creativity, and style, as we teach you the fusion of texture, creativity, and style, as we teach you the 
secrets of leather crafting. Make your very own collar or secrets of leather crafting. Make your very own collar or 
handcuffs and get compliments everywhere you go! Or you can handcuffs and get compliments everywhere you go! Or you can 
gift your creations to that special someone, to show them you’re gift your creations to that special someone, to show them you’re 
not just SEXY, you’re creative too! (vegan leather available :) not just SEXY, you’re creative too! (vegan leather available :) 

1:00pm - 3:00pm1:00pm - 3:00pm
Tit Tea TimeTit Tea Time
Social NippleSocial Nipple
Come join us at the Social Nipple camp Tit Tea Time. Running Come join us at the Social Nipple camp Tit Tea Time. Running 
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m., our Thursday, Friday, and Saturday from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m., our 
comfortable lounge is the perfect spot to relax and enjoy comfortable lounge is the perfect spot to relax and enjoy 
some refreshing selection of iced teas and live DJs. While some refreshing selection of iced teas and live DJs. While 
you’re there, don’t miss the chance get your nipples stamped you’re there, don’t miss the chance get your nipples stamped 
to make them truly social! Tops never required.to make them truly social! Tops never required.

1:00pm - 3:00pm1:00pm - 3:00pm
Hunters CabinHunters Cabin
Camper S ThompsonCamper S Thompson
Get out of the sun, see some art, and hang out with the Get out of the sun, see some art, and hang out with the 
Buffalos. We will be serving pickleback shots, and lemonade. Buffalos. We will be serving pickleback shots, and lemonade. 
Don’t forget to get your Blow Job before!Don’t forget to get your Blow Job before!

1:43pm - 3:43pm1:43pm - 3:43pm
Buttons & ShitButtons & Shit
Lost HighwayLost Highway
Button pop off? Rip a seam? Want to add some desert dazzle to Button pop off? Rip a seam? Want to add some desert dazzle to 
your get up? Bring your items to the DIY sewing center and get help your get up? Bring your items to the DIY sewing center and get help 
fixing it right up so you can go shake your booty all night. Some gear fixing it right up so you can go shake your booty all night. Some gear 
repair may be available. Come by and see if we got whatcha need. repair may be available. Come by and see if we got whatcha need. 
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2:00pm-3:00pm 2:00pm-3:00pm 
BalisongsBalisongs
Bee Here NowBee Here Now
Balisongs are a unique flow toy used to swing a knife between Balisongs are a unique flow toy used to swing a knife between 
your fingers and roll all around your hands. Have you been your fingers and roll all around your hands. Have you been 
curious to try this type of fidget toy but were worried about curious to try this type of fidget toy but were worried about 
getting hurt? Come learn moves on “Trainers” which do not getting hurt? Come learn moves on “Trainers” which do not 
have a knife blade and are used to learn techniques.have a knife blade and are used to learn techniques.

2:00pm-4:00pm2:00pm-4:00pm
Bananarchy! The Crypster Saloon goes BananasBananarchy! The Crypster Saloon goes Bananas
Crypster SaloonCrypster Saloon
The Bananas are taking over the saloon, so slap on your The Bananas are taking over the saloon, so slap on your 
favorite banana suit or banana hammock and join us for an favorite banana suit or banana hammock and join us for an 
a-peeling good time. Not a banana fan? No worries we are an a-peeling good time. Not a banana fan? No worries we are an 
all inclusive fruit establishment.all inclusive fruit establishment.

2:00pm-5:00pm2:00pm-5:00pm
Bewitching HourBewitching Hour
Forbidden ForestForbidden Forest
Follow the call of the fae! Get lost in the forbidden forest and Follow the call of the fae! Get lost in the forbidden forest and 
discover wonders untold... like our daily Happy Hour! Relax in discover wonders untold... like our daily Happy Hour! Relax in 
the Mushroom Lounge while you sip one of our signature elixirs the Mushroom Lounge while you sip one of our signature elixirs 
(alcoholic or non-alcoholic) and listen to magical melodies. If (alcoholic or non-alcoholic) and listen to magical melodies. If 
you’re lucky you might spot a wandering fairy! Once you fall you’re lucky you might spot a wandering fairy! Once you fall 
under the spell of the forest... you’ll never want to leave...under the spell of the forest... you’ll never want to leave...

2:00pm-3:00pm2:00pm-3:00pm
Flowing to DiscoverFlowing to Discover
Kum & FloKum & Flo
Kum & flo with the intent to discover, rather than to learn! When starting Kum & flo with the intent to discover, rather than to learn! When starting 
flow arts we spend a lot of time trying to learn moves we see but the real flow arts we spend a lot of time trying to learn moves we see but the real 
fun starts with creativity and personal style, in other words, expression!fun starts with creativity and personal style, in other words, expression!

2:00pm-3:00pm2:00pm-3:00pm
Naked MarchNaked March
Garden of EDUNGarden of EDUN
Everyone join the Naked March! Each afternoon we travel Everyone join the Naked March! Each afternoon we travel 
through the playa on an undetermined route for a half-hour or through the playa on an undetermined route for a half-hour or 
so march sans-clothes. Listen for the chants and music, drop so march sans-clothes. Listen for the chants and music, drop 
everything you are doing, and join us for the NAKED MARCH!everything you are doing, and join us for the NAKED MARCH!

2:00pm-3:00pm2:00pm-3:00pm
Naughty Ropes 101Naughty Ropes 101
Forbidden ForestForbidden Forest
Have you ever wanted to tie someone up, or get tied up, but knot Have you ever wanted to tie someone up, or get tied up, but knot 
sure where to start? Do you want to experiment with bondage, sure where to start? Do you want to experiment with bondage, 
but worry about doing it safely? Do you just like knots? Then this but worry about doing it safely? Do you just like knots? Then this 
class is for YOU! Join the Knotty Nymphs for a crash course of class is for YOU! Join the Knotty Nymphs for a crash course of 
rope bondage and safety. Get the low down on some bondage rope bondage and safety. Get the low down on some bondage 
basics and learn a few ties! Bring a partner and rope (if you’ve basics and learn a few ties! Bring a partner and rope (if you’ve 
got ‘em) or some will be provided for you. Rope jam to follow!got ‘em) or some will be provided for you. Rope jam to follow!

FRIDAYFRIDAY
2:00pm-3:00pm2:00pm-3:00pm
Poi FlowersPoi Flowers
Kum & FloKum & Flo
Kum & Discover how useful flowers can be as a beginner Kum & Discover how useful flowers can be as a beginner 
framework, opening up the ability to face your audience!framework, opening up the ability to face your audience!

2:00pm-3:00pm2:00pm-3:00pm
Sauvignon Blanc Around the WorldSauvignon Blanc Around the World
BacchusBacchus
Terroir isn’t just the playa dust you’ll never get out of your Terroir isn’t just the playa dust you’ll never get out of your 
trailer carpet. Come taste examples of Sauvignon Blanc from trailer carpet. Come taste examples of Sauvignon Blanc from 
New Zealand, France, and Chile to see how soil and climate New Zealand, France, and Chile to see how soil and climate 
impact the flavor of a single grape. Leave your mugs at home, impact the flavor of a single grape. Leave your mugs at home, 
because we serve in stemware.because we serve in stemware.

2:00pm-4:00pm2:00pm-4:00pm
Contact Improv ClassContact Improv Class
AcrobotsAcrobots
Contact improvisation is an improvised movement form Contact improvisation is an improvised movement form 
practiced in physical contact with another person. Dive into practiced in physical contact with another person. Dive into 
a contact improv class followed by a jam session in our circus a contact improv class followed by a jam session in our circus 
oasis. Spend an hour learning the basics, then immediately oasis. Spend an hour learning the basics, then immediately 
put your new skills into practice with others. No partner nor put your new skills into practice with others. No partner nor 
experience necessary. It’s a journey of connection, trust, and experience necessary. It’s a journey of connection, trust, and 
spontaneous creation through dance. spontaneous creation through dance. 

2:00pm-4:00pm2:00pm-4:00pm
Family Feud 1978: Outlaw Lounge vs Sofa KingdomFamily Feud 1978: Outlaw Lounge vs Sofa Kingdom
Nerd RanchNerd Ranch
Travel with us back to a wild time in history: 1978. Experience Travel with us back to a wild time in history: 1978. Experience 
the thrill, the shame, the fear, the fighting, as two “families” the thrill, the shame, the fear, the fighting, as two “families” 
battle to secure their place history as the winners of the battle to secure their place history as the winners of the 
Family Feud. In this unhinged re-enactment of the classic Family Feud. In this unhinged re-enactment of the classic 
game show, Outlaw Lounge and Sofa Kingdom will attempt game show, Outlaw Lounge and Sofa Kingdom will attempt 
to discover what went through the minds 100 surveyed to discover what went through the minds 100 surveyed 
capitalistic drones nearly 50 years ago and seek true glory in capitalistic drones nearly 50 years ago and seek true glory in 
the one and only “Fast Money Round”.the one and only “Fast Money Round”.

2:30pm-4:30pm2:30pm-4:30pm
Death in the AfternoonDeath in the Afternoon
Outlaw LoungeOutlaw Lounge
Join us at the Outlaw Lounge, where the desert sun casts Join us at the Outlaw Lounge, where the desert sun casts 
a spell of wild enchantment and the breeze carries tales a spell of wild enchantment and the breeze carries tales 
of adventure. As the clock strikes 2:30 PM, we invite you to of adventure. As the clock strikes 2:30 PM, we invite you to 
indulge in our legendary “Death in the Afternoon,” a daytime indulge in our legendary “Death in the Afternoon,” a daytime 
elixir that promises to cool the spirit as the heat rises. This elixir that promises to cool the spirit as the heat rises. This 
year, we introduce “Midnight Mirage” not as a nod to the night year, we introduce “Midnight Mirage” not as a nod to the night 
but as a mirage of the cool, mysterious evening during the but as a mirage of the cool, mysterious evening during the 
peak of the desert day. It’s a refreshing counterpart to the peak of the desert day. It’s a refreshing counterpart to the 
bold zest of “Death in the Afternoon,” designed to quench bold zest of “Death in the Afternoon,” designed to quench 
your thirst and intrigue your palate with its illusionary appeal. your thirst and intrigue your palate with its illusionary appeal. 
For those who prefer a twist of fate, “Dealer’s Choice” offers a For those who prefer a twist of fate, “Dealer’s Choice” offers a 
gamble with our (un)certified mixologists ready to surprise you gamble with our (un)certified mixologists ready to surprise you 
with a drink as unpredictable and vibrant as the playa itself. with a drink as unpredictable and vibrant as the playa itself. 
Non Alcoholic drinks also available.Non Alcoholic drinks also available.
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2:30pm-3:30pm2:30pm-3:30pm
E11 Has TalentE11 Has Talent
Afterburners AlchemistsAfterburners Alchemists
Seeking any and all levels of talent to come share their hidden Seeking any and all levels of talent to come share their hidden 
(or not so hidden) talent! Weird party trick? Only sing in the (or not so hidden) talent! Weird party trick? Only sing in the 
shower? Not sure if it qualifies as a “talent”? YOU are the shower? Not sure if it qualifies as a “talent”? YOU are the 
star we are waiting to fan unabashedly all over! We are easily star we are waiting to fan unabashedly all over! We are easily 
entertained as we appreciate talent in all its forms and abilities entertained as we appreciate talent in all its forms and abilities 
levels. Please come perform for our overly enthusiastic and levels. Please come perform for our overly enthusiastic and 
mega supportive panel of judges! Hollywood may never know mega supportive panel of judges! Hollywood may never know 
your name, but you can be our STAR! (Plan on sharing your your name, but you can be our STAR! (Plan on sharing your 
talent for 5 or less minutes and bring everything you need.) talent for 5 or less minutes and bring everything you need.) 

3:00pm-4:00pm3:00pm-4:00pm
Circle of Love: Make a Prop - Make a FriendCircle of Love: Make a Prop - Make a Friend
Kum & FloKum & Flo
Create your own personalized hula hoop with your choice of Create your own personalized hula hoop with your choice of 
tube color and tape design then dive into the hoop world with tube color and tape design then dive into the hoop world with 
us, master beginner tricks and meet some fresh faces!us, master beginner tricks and meet some fresh faces!

3:00pm-4:00pm3:00pm-4:00pm
Lunatic Lounge, Oasis of SoundLunatic Lounge, Oasis of Sound
Wasteland CaravanWasteland Caravan
Immerse yourself in a musical petting zoo! We have Immerse yourself in a musical petting zoo! We have 
instruments for you to play. Venture through the wood winds, instruments for you to play. Venture through the wood winds, 
tickle your fingers on the brass, pump your feet on the organ! tickle your fingers on the brass, pump your feet on the organ! 
Come play, sing, or listen with music from the ages!Come play, sing, or listen with music from the ages!

3:00pm-4:00pm3:00pm-4:00pm
Naughty Ropes: Open Jam!Naughty Ropes: Open Jam!
Forbidden ForestForbidden Forest
Following our Ropes 101 class, we will have an open rope jam Following our Ropes 101 class, we will have an open rope jam 
and meetup for whoever would like to join. Grab a drink from and meetup for whoever would like to join. Grab a drink from 
our elixir bar, practice some skills you just learned, and make our elixir bar, practice some skills you just learned, and make 
some knotty friends. Tie or Be Tied! Some ropes provided, or some knotty friends. Tie or Be Tied! Some ropes provided, or 
BYORopes.BYORopes.

3:15pm-4:15pm3:15pm-4:15pm
Busy Bee SIngles Mingle & MocktailsBusy Bee SIngles Mingle & Mocktails
Bee Here NowBee Here Now
Are you single? Join the Bee Here Now Single Mingle! Join us Are you single? Join the Bee Here Now Single Mingle! Join us 
for vibrant connections, seven-minute chats, and signature for vibrant connections, seven-minute chats, and signature 
honey-infused mocktails. It’s a buzzing atmosphere for honey-infused mocktails. It’s a buzzing atmosphere for 
everyone, from social butterflies to shy wallflowers.everyone, from social butterflies to shy wallflowers.

3:30pm - 3:45pm3:30pm - 3:45pm
Ask Me About My BushAsk Me About My Bush
UnknownUnknown
Interpretive performances that convey the hidden meaning Interpretive performances that convey the hidden meaning 
behind my bush. Random times if you find us at camp and behind my bush. Random times if you find us at camp and 
would like to learn about the bush, just ask. Location: Open would like to learn about the bush, just ask. Location: Open 
Camping you must find the bush. (there will be a sign)Camping you must find the bush. (there will be a sign)

FRIDAYFRIDAY
3:30pm - 4:30pm3:30pm - 4:30pm
Finding your Essence: a self-love workshopFinding your Essence: a self-love workshop
Lünar Outpost Theme CampLünar Outpost Theme Camp
Release limitations and tap into the deep well of love within Release limitations and tap into the deep well of love within 
yourself with this hour long workshop featuring meditation and yourself with this hour long workshop featuring meditation and 
somatic release.somatic release.

4:00pm-5:30pm4:00pm-5:30pm
Birthday Party - Princess themeBirthday Party - Princess theme
Birthday CampBirthday Camp
Birthday Party - Princess theme, Cake, Games, PresentsBirthday Party - Princess theme, Cake, Games, Presents

4:00pm-5:00pm4:00pm-5:00pm
Fire SafetyFire Safety
Kum & FloKum & Flo
Join us to go over our camp safety standards! We’ll Join us to go over our camp safety standards! We’ll 
cover acceptable fire safe materials, ideal fuel sources, cover acceptable fire safe materials, ideal fuel sources, 
dip/drip management, response to incidents, safety duties/dip/drip management, response to incidents, safety duties/
expectations, etc. We’ll also provide an opportunity to sign a expectations, etc. We’ll also provide an opportunity to sign a 
waiver and receive a wristband. If you want to be able to spin waiver and receive a wristband. If you want to be able to spin 
fire with us, this is the class for you!fire with us, this is the class for you!

4:00pm-6:00pm4:00pm-6:00pm
Flamingo FeverFlamingo Fever
Too Many Flamingos Too Many Flamingos 
Stop on by Too Many Flamingos for a sip of our iconic flamingo Stop on by Too Many Flamingos for a sip of our iconic flamingo 
punch and a class on flamingo milking while relaxing and punch and a class on flamingo milking while relaxing and 
catching up with friends old & new!catching up with friends old & new!

4:00pm-7:00pm4:00pm-7:00pm
Jager Bombs and SuchJager Bombs and Such
Hydration Station Hydration Station 
Jager Bomb Brad & friends will be offering shots ot Jager Bomb Brad & friends will be offering shots ot 
Jagermeister, Vodka or tequila with your energy drink! Plenty Jagermeister, Vodka or tequila with your energy drink! Plenty 
of water and Gatorade to help chase it!of water and Gatorade to help chase it!
  
4:00pm-11:00pm4:00pm-11:00pm
Ugly Bug BallUgly Bug Ball
CICADIA CICADIA 
All Arthropods, arachnid and insects alike, are welcome to the All Arthropods, arachnid and insects alike, are welcome to the 
second annual Ugly Bug Ball at Cicadia. Wear your wings and second annual Ugly Bug Ball at Cicadia. Wear your wings and 
antennae and get ready to boogie like the buggies with House Music.antennae and get ready to boogie like the buggies with House Music.

4 Flirty4 Flirty
BBJ-PPE 2024  BBJ-PPE 2024  

Banana Blow Job / Banana Blow Job / Peach Pussy Eating ContestPeach Pussy Eating Contest
Wasteland Caravan Wasteland Caravan 
18+ Adult Event Please join us for this E11 treasured tradition! 18+ Adult Event Please join us for this E11 treasured tradition! 
This is a fun way to learn about and practice consent while This is a fun way to learn about and practice consent while 
demonstrating your oral-abilities and rizz. All adults are demonstrating your oral-abilities and rizz. All adults are 
welcome to compete to be this year’s (home)Coming Queen welcome to compete to be this year’s (home)Coming Queen 
or Peach Princess! Bananas and Peaches are provided -BYO-or Peach Princess! Bananas and Peaches are provided -BYO-
pickup lines required. Best of luck! Love your host, Shiny.pickup lines required. Best of luck! Love your host, Shiny.
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5:00pm-6:00pm5:00pm-6:00pm
Gin And GartersGin And Garters
BacchusBacchus
Join us for an exploration of gins infused with carefully Join us for an exploration of gins infused with carefully 
selected botanicals ranging from floral to peppery, paired selected botanicals ranging from floral to peppery, paired 
with food bites both subtle and savory. Served by hosts with food bites both subtle and savory. Served by hosts 
adorned by garters, this is an experience that is sure to adorned by garters, this is an experience that is sure to 
stimulate your senses!stimulate your senses!

6:00pm-8:00pm6:00pm-8:00pm
Coconut Chicken Korma at Captain Cook’sCoconut Chicken Korma at Captain Cook’s
The SophistaPirate CoveThe SophistaPirate Cove
Come break bread in Captain Cook’s tavern for a meal of Come break bread in Captain Cook’s tavern for a meal of 
warm and exotic flavors from across the seven seas. We warm and exotic flavors from across the seven seas. We 
will be serving a delectable korma paired with red wine or will be serving a delectable korma paired with red wine or 
refreshing cardamom tea.refreshing cardamom tea.

6:30pm-7:30pm6:30pm-7:30pm
Cirque EnchantéCirque Enchanté
AcrobotsAcrobots
Experience the thrill of our aerial and acrobatic artistry as Experience the thrill of our aerial and acrobatic artistry as 
we take to the skies in a display of strength and grace. We we take to the skies in a display of strength and grace. We 
will defy gravity and showcase the beauty and power of the will defy gravity and showcase the beauty and power of the 
human form in motion. Don’t miss it!human form in motion. Don’t miss it!

6:30pm-7:30pm6:30pm-7:30pm
Wasteland Caravan Variety ShowWasteland Caravan Variety Show
Wasteland CaravanWasteland Caravan
Set on a barren, desert landscape, behold the mystical Set on a barren, desert landscape, behold the mystical 
wonders of the Wasteland Caravan, witness the spectacular wonders of the Wasteland Caravan, witness the spectacular 
performances hosted by the artist who have made this performances hosted by the artist who have made this 
wasteland home.wasteland home.

7pm-1am 7pm-1am 
Electro Swing Whiskey Ginger Lemonade PartyElectro Swing Whiskey Ginger Lemonade Party
Crypster SaloonCrypster Saloon
The classic Crypster Friday night party returns to E11! Live The classic Crypster Friday night party returns to E11! Live 
electro swing Dj sets and friendly faces. Come by and shake it!electro swing Dj sets and friendly faces. Come by and shake it!

7:30pm-9:30pm7:30pm-9:30pm
Kit-TEA-LünKit-TEA-Lün
Lünar OutpostLünar Outpost
Come enjoy fresh brewed tea and ground yourself at Lünar Come enjoy fresh brewed tea and ground yourself at Lünar 
Outpost before the Temple Burn! Chill, relaxing beats and Outpost before the Temple Burn! Chill, relaxing beats and 
good vibes will be served alongside Infini-Tea’s famous tea good vibes will be served alongside Infini-Tea’s famous tea 
blends. Bring a cup or mug and enjoy! blends. Bring a cup or mug and enjoy! 

7:30pm-8:30pm7:30pm-8:30pm
Regularly Scheduled ProgrammingRegularly Scheduled Programming
Channel 11 WTFU-TV Broadcast NetworkChannel 11 WTFU-TV Broadcast Network
Find our living room in the desert or tune your television to your Find our living room in the desert or tune your television to your 
favorite regularly scheduled programming. The dating game, favorite regularly scheduled programming. The dating game, 
infomercials, daytime court TV, and variety shows galore.infomercials, daytime court TV, and variety shows galore.

FRIDAYFRIDAY
DuskDusk
LazyLandLazyLand
Electric Lazy LoungeElectric Lazy Lounge
Genuine bonafide electrified six person Lazy rides.Genuine bonafide electrified six person Lazy rides.

8:00pm-9:00pm8:00pm-9:00pm
All Ages Consent ClassAll Ages Consent Class
Corvid’s CuriositiesCorvid’s Curiosities
Consent for all class.Consent for all class.

8:30pm - 10:30pm8:30pm - 10:30pm
Sunset MartinisSunset Martinis
Shangri-LoungeShangri-Lounge
Come enjoy a top-shelf cocktail with old or new friends. Our upscale Come enjoy a top-shelf cocktail with old or new friends. Our upscale 
neon lounge overlooks Desert Peak for an unforgettable experience. neon lounge overlooks Desert Peak for an unforgettable experience. 
We even provide the glasses and Frank Sinatra!We even provide the glasses and Frank Sinatra!

8:30pm - 9:00pm8:30pm - 9:00pm
The Nightly NewsThe Nightly News
Channel 11 WTFU-TV Broadcast NetworkChannel 11 WTFU-TV Broadcast Network
Being up to date on the latest playa news is your civic responsibility as Being up to date on the latest playa news is your civic responsibility as 
an informed citizen. Tune in to our nightly live broadcast.an informed citizen. Tune in to our nightly live broadcast.

DarkDark
Dreams in the SkyDreams in the Sky
Sound end of the playaSound end of the playa
Come enjoy a firework spectacular and pyro musical for those Come enjoy a firework spectacular and pyro musical for those 
dreamers who dream.dreamers who dream.

9:00pm9:00pm
Utah Fire Tribe FIRE SHOW!Utah Fire Tribe FIRE SHOW!
In front of the main effigyIn front of the main effigy
Come one, come all to our 30 minute choreographed fire Come one, come all to our 30 minute choreographed fire 
show! Its cast of fiery dancing dragon-monkey-cats will show! Its cast of fiery dancing dragon-monkey-cats will 
dazzle your hearts and minds (and possibly other parts) with dazzle your hearts and minds (and possibly other parts) with 
their skills. For after all, what could be more dreamy than an their skills. For after all, what could be more dreamy than an 
oasis of fire on a chilly desert night?oasis of fire on a chilly desert night?

9:00pm-10:00pm9:00pm-10:00pm
Aerials/Movies and ChillAerials/Movies and Chill
Corvid’s CuriositiesCorvid’s Curiosities
Aerial artist performances/Movies and artistic shorts.Aerial artist performances/Movies and artistic shorts.

9:00pm - 10:00pm9:00pm - 10:00pm
The Late-at-Night ShowThe Late-at-Night Show
Channel 11 WTFU-TV Broadcast NetworkChannel 11 WTFU-TV Broadcast Network
It’s a live television broadcast late show! Our host Blocky will be It’s a live television broadcast late show! Our host Blocky will be 
entertaining you and interviewing Element 11’s hottest celebrities.entertaining you and interviewing Element 11’s hottest celebrities.

9:00pm-10:00pm9:00pm-10:00pm
Pre Effigy Fire ShowPre Effigy Fire Show
Utah Fire TribeUtah Fire Tribe
This starts at sunset and ends 2 minutes before the drone show effigy.This starts at sunset and ends 2 minutes before the drone show effigy.
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9:00 PM - 10:30 PM9:00 PM - 10:30 PM
EFFIGY CEREMONYEFFIGY CEREMONY
Effigy Celebration features a captivating display of fire Effigy Celebration features a captivating display of fire 
shows, fireworks, and drone shows. Attendees are treated to shows, fireworks, and drone shows. Attendees are treated to 
mesmerizing performances by fire dancers and breathers, mesmerizing performances by fire dancers and breathers, 
accompanied by rhythmic music and dazzling flames. The accompanied by rhythmic music and dazzling flames. The 
night sky comes alive with brilliant bursts of color as fireworks night sky comes alive with brilliant bursts of color as fireworks 
explode overhead, while synchronized fleets of LED-lit drones explode overhead, while synchronized fleets of LED-lit drones 
create intricate patterns and captivating aerial displays.create intricate patterns and captivating aerial displays.

9:00pm - 10:00pm9:00pm - 10:00pm
Scarbutts Cafe: Coffee After Dark(tm)Scarbutts Cafe: Coffee After Dark(tm)
Scarbutts CafeScarbutts Cafe
Exclusive Scarbutts After Dark(tm) brand coffee will be serverd at a Exclusive Scarbutts After Dark(tm) brand coffee will be serverd at a 
number of to-be-announced after-sundown VIP events including a number of to-be-announced after-sundown VIP events including a 
“Coffee Coctail Happy Hour”, “Midnight Coffee” and more! Wanna “Coffee Coctail Happy Hour”, “Midnight Coffee” and more! Wanna 
know exactly what and when happens After Dark(tm)? Then check know exactly what and when happens After Dark(tm)? Then check 
in during Regular Hours, or stop in for a taste of SOPO, and see the in during Regular Hours, or stop in for a taste of SOPO, and see the 
night schedule ass it becomes available.night schedule ass it becomes available.

9:15pm - 10:15pm9:15pm - 10:15pm
Dreams in the sky.Dreams in the sky.
South End of PlayaSouth End of Playa
Come enjoy a firework spectacular and pyro musical for those Come enjoy a firework spectacular and pyro musical for those 
dreamers who dream.dreamers who dream.

10:00pm - 2:00am10:00pm - 2:00am
Krakens Trap Black Jack - Trinkets for TrinketsKrakens Trap Black Jack - Trinkets for Trinkets
SophistaPirate CoveSophistaPirate Cove
Come play the famous Trinket for Trinket Krakens Trap Black Come play the famous Trinket for Trinket Krakens Trap Black 
Jack. Bring your booty and bounty to play and potentially win Jack. Bring your booty and bounty to play and potentially win 
the Pirates Booty and Bounty.the Pirates Booty and Bounty.

10:00pm - 3:00am10:00pm - 3:00am
Portal to Lost HighwayPortal to Lost Highway
Lost HighwayLost Highway
Usually forgotten in the desert sun, once night falls the Lost Usually forgotten in the desert sun, once night falls the Lost 
Highway comes alive with neon, fire, and music. Come explore Highway comes alive with neon, fire, and music. Come explore 
roadside attractions such as the Cuddle Ranch, LoHi Diner, roadside attractions such as the Cuddle Ranch, LoHi Diner, 
Tire Fire, and FLAMING-gos, and discover the secret history of Tire Fire, and FLAMING-gos, and discover the secret history of 
this mysterious place.this mysterious place.

10:00pm - 6:00am10:00pm - 6:00am
Lunar Transmission 00.2Lunar Transmission 00.2
Lünar OutpostLünar Outpost
The journey continues, with Lunar Outpost continuing their broadcast. The journey continues, with Lunar Outpost continuing their broadcast. 
Come join us as we showcase the broad and talented taste makers Come join us as we showcase the broad and talented taste makers 
that make up the Lunar Corps. With a broad array of talent, taste, that make up the Lunar Corps. With a broad array of talent, taste, 
and meticulous music selection, you’ll be rewarded for joining us on and meticulous music selection, you’ll be rewarded for joining us on 
the Lunar journey. Don’t miss the special guest Foxtail, who graces the Lunar journey. Don’t miss the special guest Foxtail, who graces 
festival stages with some of the most respected artists in the world.festival stages with some of the most respected artists in the world.

FRIDAYFRIDAY
10:00pm10:00pm
DJ 4-Eye @ Wasteland CaravanDJ 4-Eye @ Wasteland Caravan
Wasteland CaravanWasteland Caravan
Check out our resident DJ 4-Eye drop his iconic brand of Check out our resident DJ 4-Eye drop his iconic brand of 
deep disco and tech house at the wasteland stage!deep disco and tech house at the wasteland stage!

10:00-11:00pm10:00-11:00pm
Ooey-Gooey GrooveOoey-Gooey Groove
CAMP CAMPCAMP CAMP
(Two hours after the burn/drone show)\n\nCome kick off (Two hours after the burn/drone show)\n\nCome kick off 
the night with a S’more on the Dancefloor!the night with a S’more on the Dancefloor!

10:00-12:15am10:00-12:15am
“Picard Day” Star Trek Party“Picard Day” Star Trek Party
Nerd RanchNerd Ranch
Set course to a celebration of our favorite Captain! Join us Set course to a celebration of our favorite Captain! Join us 
on deck for music, costumes, and drinks. Make it so!on deck for music, costumes, and drinks. Make it so!

After the Drone ShowAfter the Drone Show
Kum & BurnKum & Burn
Kum & FloKum & Flo
Kum to our fire circle and burn your heart out until sunrise! Kum to our fire circle and burn your heart out until sunrise! 
(Wristbands required)(Wristbands required)

10:30-4:00am10:30-4:00am
PRP (Pirate Ratchet Party)PRP (Pirate Ratchet Party)
The SophistaPirate CoveThe SophistaPirate Cove
Get ready to drop anchor and get down to the hottest hip Get ready to drop anchor and get down to the hottest hip 
hop beats in the dusty desert. We’re throwing a party party, hop beats in the dusty desert. We’re throwing a party party, 
with a sexy, ratchet twist that will have you shaking your with a sexy, ratchet twist that will have you shaking your 
booty all night long. So hoist the jolly roger and join us for booty all night long. So hoist the jolly roger and join us for 
a night of dancing, drinks, and booty a’plenty that’ll shiver a night of dancing, drinks, and booty a’plenty that’ll shiver 
your timbers and leave you wanting more. Are you ready to your timbers and leave you wanting more. Are you ready to 
sail with us?sail with us?

11:59pm11:59pm
Wine[1] and Cheese[2] Soiree (Somethingth Annual)Wine[1] and Cheese[2] Soiree (Somethingth Annual)
BacchusBacchus
It’s a Bacchus tradition! Join us Friday night at midnight It’s a Bacchus tradition! Join us Friday night at midnight 
for our annual Wine[1] and Cheese[2] Soiree! Starting at for our annual Wine[1] and Cheese[2] Soiree! Starting at 
midnight and until we run and/or pass out, we’ll be serving midnight and until we run and/or pass out, we’ll be serving 
up hot grilled cheese sandwiches (ranging from classic up hot grilled cheese sandwiches (ranging from classic 
to gourmet) and the finest Cardboardeaux available at to gourmet) and the finest Cardboardeaux available at 
Stargazer. Come join E11’s classiest camp for our sloppiest Stargazer. Come join E11’s classiest camp for our sloppiest 
event! GF or Vegan?  event! GF or Vegan?  
We gotchu. [1] Boxed [2] GrilledWe gotchu. [1] Boxed [2] Grilled
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SATURDAYSATURDAY
All DayAll Day
ZenZen
Zen DomeZen Dome
Daytime — Enjoy the shade and space to relax and chill. Bring Daytime — Enjoy the shade and space to relax and chill. Bring 
your games to the space and enjoy playing a game of cards. your games to the space and enjoy playing a game of cards. 
By night relax into the flow and vibe Zen has to offer.By night relax into the flow and vibe Zen has to offer.

Random TimesRandom Times
Ask Me About My BushAsk Me About My Bush
Open Camping.Open Camping.
You must find the bush. (There will be a sign) Interpretive You must find the bush. (There will be a sign) Interpretive 
performances that convey the hidden meaning behind my bush.performances that convey the hidden meaning behind my bush.

Random TimesRandom Times
Outlaw Lounge Random Bar HoursOutlaw Lounge Random Bar Hours
Outlaw LoungeOutlaw Lounge
Thirsty? Take a chance at the Outlaw Lounge, where the Thirsty? Take a chance at the Outlaw Lounge, where the 
bar hours are as spontaneous as our drinks! Open whenever bar hours are as spontaneous as our drinks! Open whenever 
someone’s there to serve you. Whether early bird or night owl, someone’s there to serve you. Whether early bird or night owl, 
you just might find the bar open and ready to quench your thirst you just might find the bar open and ready to quench your thirst 
with a variety of delightful beverages. Stop by anytime; luck with a variety of delightful beverages. Stop by anytime; luck 
might just be on your side! Non Alcoholic drinks also available.might just be on your side! Non Alcoholic drinks also available.

12:00am-12:00pm12:00am-12:00pm
Patio & Sofas | SofaSeeSawPatio & Sofas | SofaSeeSaw
Sofa KingdumSofa Kingdum
Need a comfy place to hang out in the shade during the day Need a comfy place to hang out in the shade during the day 
and watch people make a fool of themselves? We have the and watch people make a fool of themselves? We have the 
place for you! Our Patio is situated right on the Playground, place for you! Our Patio is situated right on the Playground, 
giving you front-row seats to spectate all the shenanigans.giving you front-row seats to spectate all the shenanigans.

4:00am-6:00am4:00am-6:00am
Simply B Sunrise Bacon & PancakesSimply B Sunrise Bacon & Pancakes
The SophistaPirate CoveThe SophistaPirate Cove
As the sun rises over the horizon, give into your senses. The As the sun rises over the horizon, give into your senses. The 
smell of bacon, the rich taste of pancakes with chai butter and smell of bacon, the rich taste of pancakes with chai butter and 
coconut syrup, all paired with the sweet sounds of Simply B that coconut syrup, all paired with the sweet sounds of Simply B that 
are sure to have your spirits soaring.are sure to have your spirits soaring.

5:45am-6:45am5:45am-6:45am
Alchemy of Bubbles Sunrise Experience Alchemy of Bubbles Sunrise Experience 
Glow Fish Sculpture, Desert Oasis, open playa Glow Fish Sculpture, Desert Oasis, open playa 
Ready to elevate your sunrise experience in the desert? Look Ready to elevate your sunrise experience in the desert? Look 
no further than the Alchemy of Bubbles, where the magic of no further than the Alchemy of Bubbles, where the magic of 
champagne meets the enchanting glow of the desert sunrise! champagne meets the enchanting glow of the desert sunrise! 
Immerse yourself in the vibrant ambiance as you indulge in Immerse yourself in the vibrant ambiance as you indulge in 
our handpicked selection of bubbly beverages. Champagne our handpicked selection of bubbly beverages. Champagne 
connoisseur or simply seeking a delightful morning treat, connoisseur or simply seeking a delightful morning treat, 
we’ve got you covered! Don’t miss out on this unforgettable we’ve got you covered! Don’t miss out on this unforgettable 
experience! Bring your camp mates & cup or treat yourself to experience! Bring your camp mates & cup or treat yourself to 
a solo adventure. Let’s toast to the beauty of dawn and the joy a solo adventure. Let’s toast to the beauty of dawn and the joy 
of good company!of good company!

SATURDAYSATURDAY
6:00am-7:00am6:00am-7:00am
Alchemy of Bubbles Alchemy of Bubbles 
Afterburner’s AlchemistAfterburner’s Alchemist
Join Us for the Alchemy of Bubbles! \n\nAre you ready to Join Us for the Alchemy of Bubbles! \n\nAre you ready to 
elevate your sunrise experience in the desert? Look no further elevate your sunrise experience in the desert? Look no further 
than the Alchemy of Bubbles, where the magic of champagne than the Alchemy of Bubbles, where the magic of champagne 
meets the enchanting glow of the desert sunrise! \n\nLocated meets the enchanting glow of the desert sunrise! \n\nLocated 
at the mesmerizing Glow Fish Sculpture, immerse yourself at the mesmerizing Glow Fish Sculpture, immerse yourself 
in the vibrant ambiance as you indulge in our handpicked in the vibrant ambiance as you indulge in our handpicked 
selection of bubbly beverages. Whether you’re a champagne selection of bubbly beverages. Whether you’re a champagne 
connoisseur or simply seeking a delightful morning treat, we’ve connoisseur or simply seeking a delightful morning treat, we’ve 
got you covered! \nStep up to our vibey champagne cart and got you covered! \nStep up to our vibey champagne cart and 
let us transport you to a world of luxury and relaxation as you let us transport you to a world of luxury and relaxation as you 
sip on your favorite bubbly under the desert sky. \n\nDon’t sip on your favorite bubbly under the desert sky. \n\nDon’t 
miss out on this unforgettable experience! Bring your camp miss out on this unforgettable experience! Bring your camp 
mates (and cup) or treat yourself to a solo adventure. Let’s mates (and cup) or treat yourself to a solo adventure. Let’s 
toast to the beauty of dawn and the joy of good company at toast to the beauty of dawn and the joy of good company at 
the Alchemy of Bubbles!the Alchemy of Bubbles!

8:00am-9:00am 8:00am-9:00am 
Restorative Yoga/SLC Project Morning WorkoutRestorative Yoga/SLC Project Morning Workout
Hobbiton Presents: The LodgeHobbiton Presents: The Lodge
If you weren’t able to start your day off with the workout, here’s If you weren’t able to start your day off with the workout, here’s 
your second opportunity to start it off right! Come enjoy an easy your second opportunity to start it off right! Come enjoy an easy 
restorative yoga flow, whether you’re recovering from the workout restorative yoga flow, whether you’re recovering from the workout 
or the night before! Led by Eva Woman of Light./ For those who or the night before! Led by Eva Woman of Light./ For those who 
want to start their day off right, pop on down to Hobbit-town for a want to start their day off right, pop on down to Hobbit-town for a 
floggin’ good time where you will burn more calories laughing than floggin’ good time where you will burn more calories laughing than 
sweating! Just bring yourself. Half the battle is showing up!sweating! Just bring yourself. Half the battle is showing up!

8:00am-10:00am 8:00am-10:00am 
Bloody Mary BarBloody Mary Bar
The Garden of HedonThe Garden of Hedon
Come and get your BloodysCome and get your Bloodys

8:00am-12:00pm 8:00am-12:00pm 
Only Fans PartyOnly Fans Party
The SophistaPirate CoveThe SophistaPirate Cove
Join us as we twist, twirl, and tantalize the dance floor with our silk Join us as we twist, twirl, and tantalize the dance floor with our silk 
dance fans and any other flow toys we can get our hands on. It’s a dance fans and any other flow toys we can get our hands on. It’s a 
spectacle you won’t want to miss, where the only subscription you spectacle you won’t want to miss, where the only subscription you 
need is to the rhythm of the music. So grab your fans, shake off that need is to the rhythm of the music. So grab your fans, shake off that 
morning grogginess, and let’s dance our way into the day with style, morning grogginess, and let’s dance our way into the day with style, 
sass, and a whole lot of silliness!sass, and a whole lot of silliness!

9:00am-9:00pm 9:00am-9:00pm 
Chill PuddleChill Puddle
Corvid’s CuriositiesCorvid’s Curiosities
Coloring, comfort, kandi beadsColoring, comfort, kandi beads
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SATURDAYSATURDAY
9:00am-9:00pm 9:00am-9:00pm 
Bad Advice BoothBad Advice Booth
The Garden of HedonThe Garden of Hedon
“You should probably replace your plumbing with asbestos” and the “You should probably replace your plumbing with asbestos” and the 
like.\n\nStart time: when we sit down at the booth\nEnd time: when like.\n\nStart time: when we sit down at the booth\nEnd time: when 
we stand upwe stand up

9:30am-12:00pm 9:30am-12:00pm 
Acro and LibationsAcro and Libations
AcrobotsAcrobots
Awaken in our circus oasis with coffee (spiked option available) Awaken in our circus oasis with coffee (spiked option available) 
and elevate your morning with partner acrobatics. We’ll guide you and elevate your morning with partner acrobatics. We’ll guide you 
through techniques suited to your level, teaching safe and shared through techniques suited to your level, teaching safe and shared 
acrobatic practices. No partner nor experience required. Start your acrobatic practices. No partner nor experience required. Start your 
day uplifted in body, spirit, and community.day uplifted in body, spirit, and community.

10:00am-3:00pm10:00am-3:00pm
Playa Outfit Gifting and Dress-Up PartyPlaya Outfit Gifting and Dress-Up Party
P3 The Princess Party Palace “Camp Let’s Play Dress-up”P3 The Princess Party Palace “Camp Let’s Play Dress-up”
Stop by our camp for daily gifting of fabulous Playa Outfits Stop by our camp for daily gifting of fabulous Playa Outfits 
and accessories. Usually mid-morning to mid afternoon daily and accessories. Usually mid-morning to mid afternoon daily 
depending on the amount of alcohol involved. Also serving fresh depending on the amount of alcohol involved. Also serving fresh 
brewed Nitrogen infused iced coffee. Bring your playa cup!brewed Nitrogen infused iced coffee. Bring your playa cup!

10:00am 10:00am 
Ranger Appreciation BreakfastRanger Appreciation Breakfast
Volunteer KitchenVolunteer Kitchen
Come join your favorite Elitist Clique for Pancakes, Bacon and More!Come join your favorite Elitist Clique for Pancakes, Bacon and More!

10:45am-11:00am 10:45am-11:00am 
Ask Me About My BushAsk Me About My Bush
Open CampingOpen Camping
Interpretive performances that convey the hidden meaning behind Interpretive performances that convey the hidden meaning behind 
my bush.\n\nRandom times if you find us at camp and would like my bush.\n\nRandom times if you find us at camp and would like 
to learn about the bush just ask Must find the bush. (there will be a to learn about the bush just ask Must find the bush. (there will be a 
sign)sign)

11:00am-11:00pm 11:00am-11:00pm 
Ball PitBall Pit
Corvid’s CuriositiesCorvid’s Curiosities
Air conditioned ball pit with safety monitorAir conditioned ball pit with safety monitor

11:00am11:00am
Acoustic music sessions/JugbandAcoustic music sessions/Jugband
Crypster SaloonCrypster Saloon

11:00am-12:00pm 11:00am-12:00pm 
Taylor Swift Sing-alongTaylor Swift Sing-along
Social NippleSocial Nipple
Join us at the Social Nipple for a Saturday morning Taylor Swift Join us at the Social Nipple for a Saturday morning Taylor Swift 
sing-along extravaganza! From 11 a.m. to 12 noon, gather at our sing-along extravaganza! From 11 a.m. to 12 noon, gather at our 
cozy corner of the festival to belt out your favorite Taylor Swift hits. cozy corner of the festival to belt out your favorite Taylor Swift hits. 
Whether you’re a hardcore fan or just in it for the fun, come ready to Whether you’re a hardcore fan or just in it for the fun, come ready to 
sing, dance, and shake it off with your fellow Swifties.sing, dance, and shake it off with your fellow Swifties.

SATURDAYSATURDAY
11:00am-1:00pm11:00am-1:00pm
Alchemy of ConnectionAlchemy of Connection
Afterburners AlchemistsAfterburners Alchemists
Come learn about the alchemy of connection from our Come learn about the alchemy of connection from our 
experienced team. Join us as we play a variety of games experienced team. Join us as we play a variety of games 
designed to foster synergy and authentic connection. These designed to foster synergy and authentic connection. These 
activities will provide players with hands-on experience activities will provide players with hands-on experience 
of both the joy and skills of interpersonal connection. New of both the joy and skills of interpersonal connection. New 
players can join in at any time! There will also be an tarot/players can join in at any time! There will also be an tarot/
oracle circle for anyone who wants to bring their cards and oracle circle for anyone who wants to bring their cards and 
trade readings. No cards? Join anyways as we have enough trade readings. No cards? Join anyways as we have enough 
to share! Never had a reading? Now is the time!to share! Never had a reading? Now is the time!

11:00am-1:00pm11:00am-1:00pm
Alchemy of ConnectionAlchemy of Connection
Afterburners AlchemistsAfterburners Alchemists
Come learn about the alchemy of connection from our Come learn about the alchemy of connection from our 
experienced team. Join us as we play a variety of games experienced team. Join us as we play a variety of games 
designed to foster synergy and authentic connection. These designed to foster synergy and authentic connection. These 
activities will provide players with hands-on experience activities will provide players with hands-on experience 
of both the joy and skills of interpersonal connection. New of both the joy and skills of interpersonal connection. New 
players can join in at any time! There will also be an tarot/players can join in at any time! There will also be an tarot/
oracle circle for anyone who wants to bring their cards and oracle circle for anyone who wants to bring their cards and 
trade readings. No cards? Join anyways as we have enough trade readings. No cards? Join anyways as we have enough 
to share! Never had a reading? Now is the time!to share! Never had a reading? Now is the time!

11:00am-2:00pm11:00am-2:00pm
Taylor Swift Sing-alongTaylor Swift Sing-along
Social Nipple CampSocial Nipple Camp
Join us at the Social Nipple for a Saturday morning Taylor Join us at the Social Nipple for a Saturday morning Taylor 
Swift sing-along extravaganza! From 11 a.m. to 12 noon, Swift sing-along extravaganza! From 11 a.m. to 12 noon, 
gather at our cozy corner of the festival to belt out your gather at our cozy corner of the festival to belt out your 
favorite Taylor Swift hits. Whether you’re a hardcore fan or favorite Taylor Swift hits. Whether you’re a hardcore fan or 
just in it for the fun, come ready to sing, dance, and shake it just in it for the fun, come ready to sing, dance, and shake it 
off with your fellow Swifties. off with your fellow Swifties. 

11:45am-12:45pm 11:45am-12:45pm 
Scarbutts Cafe: Sign’s On? Pot’s On! (SOPO) HoursScarbutts Cafe: Sign’s On? Pot’s On! (SOPO) Hours
Scarbutts CafeScarbutts Cafe
Our groggy staff turn on the Open sign, and brew even Our groggy staff turn on the Open sign, and brew even 
stronger, single-batch, interesting coffees at random times stronger, single-batch, interesting coffees at random times 
throughout the day, accompanied by fantastic spankings throughout the day, accompanied by fantastic spankings 
ass usual. Not sure if we’re serving? Then look for the ass usual. Not sure if we’re serving? Then look for the 
Open sign - “If the Sign’s On, the Pot’s On”. We come with Open sign - “If the Sign’s On, the Pot’s On”. We come with 
a somewhat sarcasticer edge, butt still provide a warm, a somewhat sarcasticer edge, butt still provide a warm, 
welcoming, atmosphere.welcoming, atmosphere.

12:00pm-3:00pm12:00pm-3:00pm
BOOZY BRAID BLOODY BRUNCH PARTYBOOZY BRAID BLOODY BRUNCH PARTY
The Boozy BraidThe Boozy Braid
Come walk the plank and avoid our Snark Shark to earn Come walk the plank and avoid our Snark Shark to earn 
your Bloody Mary at this pirate themed brunch party. Then your Bloody Mary at this pirate themed brunch party. Then 
adorn yourself with treasures in our mermaid beautification adorn yourself with treasures in our mermaid beautification 
lounge.lounge.
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SATURDAYSATURDAY
12:00pm-3:00pm12:00pm-3:00pm
Juggalo takeover of the SaloonJuggalo takeover of the Saloon
Crypster CampCrypster Camp

12:00pm-3:30pm12:00pm-3:30pm
Drum n’ BrunchDrum n’ Brunch
Lünar Outpost Theme CampLünar Outpost Theme Camp
Still up from Friday night? Can’t sleep because it’s too hot and Still up from Friday night? Can’t sleep because it’s too hot and 
your shade situation sucks? We got you covered! Come shake your shade situation sucks? We got you covered! Come shake 
your ass and dance off that hangover! We’ll be kicking the day your ass and dance off that hangover! We’ll be kicking the day 
off in style, with the best boozy brunch beverages, and vibes off in style, with the best boozy brunch beverages, and vibes 
to boot! We’ll be slinging the most soulful, jazzy, & funktastic to boot! We’ll be slinging the most soulful, jazzy, & funktastic 
Drum & Bass on this side of the Pond! Featuring performances Drum & Bass on this side of the Pond! Featuring performances 
by Psyzmic, SHIFT, David Who, DJ Pipedream and more!by Psyzmic, SHIFT, David Who, DJ Pipedream and more!

12:10pm, 2:10pm, 4:10pm12:10pm, 2:10pm, 4:10pm
The Art of The Hands-Off Hug - 10 min WorkshopThe Art of The Hands-Off Hug - 10 min Workshop
Info Booth/Hug DeliInfo Booth/Hug Deli
At Hug Deli we love spreading connection and joy through At Hug Deli we love spreading connection and joy through 
hugs. And we know not everyone enjoys being touched. If you hugs. And we know not everyone enjoys being touched. If you 
crave connection without touch, join us for paired or group crave connection without touch, join us for paired or group 
meditations and exchange energy while sending love to a meditations and exchange energy while sending love to a 
mutual center.mutual center.

1:00pm-3:00pm1:00pm-3:00pm
Blow Job Booth/Hunters CabinBlow Job Booth/Hunters Cabin
Camper S ThompsonCamper S Thompson
The Blowjob Booth is your pit-stop of pleasure, for all genders The Blowjob Booth is your pit-stop of pleasure, for all genders 
and otherwise. Come get a blowjob so good, it’ll knock the and otherwise. Come get a blowjob so good, it’ll knock the 
dust off your shoes. When the dust storms got your shoes dust off your shoes. When the dust storms got your shoes 
weighed down, swing on by and well be sure to blow all your weighed down, swing on by and well be sure to blow all your 
troubles away. Complete with air compressors and air nozzles, troubles away. Complete with air compressors and air nozzles, 
a job that we will blow you away with. There is also an open a job that we will blow you away with. There is also an open 
bar complete with pickle backs and some lemonade/ Get out bar complete with pickle backs and some lemonade/ Get out 
of the sun, see some art, and hang out with the Buffalos. We of the sun, see some art, and hang out with the Buffalos. We 
will be serving pickleback shots, and lemonade. Don’t forget will be serving pickleback shots, and lemonade. Don’t forget 
to get your Blow Job before!to get your Blow Job before!

1:00pm-3:00pm1:00pm-3:00pm
Tit Tea TimeTit Tea Time
Social NippleSocial Nipple
Come join us at the Social Nipple camp Tit Tea Time. Running Come join us at the Social Nipple camp Tit Tea Time. Running 
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m., our Thursday, Friday, and Saturday from 1 p.m. to 3 p.m., our 
comfortable lounge is the perfect spot to relax and enjoy comfortable lounge is the perfect spot to relax and enjoy 
some refreshing selection of iced teas and live DJs. While some refreshing selection of iced teas and live DJs. While 
you’re there, don’t miss the chance get your nipples stamped you’re there, don’t miss the chance get your nipples stamped 
to make them truly social! Tops never required.to make them truly social! Tops never required.

1:00pm-2:00pm1:00pm-2:00pm

Love Potions: An Aphrodisiac Tea PartyLove Potions: An Aphrodisiac Tea Party

Forbidden ForestForbidden Forest

Dare to fall in love with a stranger at this romantic tea party Dare to fall in love with a stranger at this romantic tea party 
in our magical forest! Harness the alchemy of enchantment as in our magical forest! Harness the alchemy of enchantment as 
we weave together the ingredients for connection, combining we weave together the ingredients for connection, combining 
ancient wisdoms with modern discoveries. Come with a ancient wisdoms with modern discoveries. Come with a 
partner or meet a new friend! BYO Cup.partner or meet a new friend! BYO Cup.

SATURDAYSATURDAY
2:00pm-3:00pm2:00pm-3:00pm
Naked MarchNaked March
Garden of EDUNGarden of EDUN
Everyone join the Naked March! Each afternoon we travel Everyone join the Naked March! Each afternoon we travel 
through the playa on an undetermined route for a half-hour or through the playa on an undetermined route for a half-hour or 
so march sans-clothes. Listen for the chants and music, drop so march sans-clothes. Listen for the chants and music, drop 
everything you are doing, and join us for the NAKED MARCH!everything you are doing, and join us for the NAKED MARCH!

2:00pm-3:00pm2:00pm-3:00pm
3D Poi - Zans Diamond3D Poi - Zans Diamond
Kum & FloKum & Flo
Kum & learn this amazing 3D pattern with Big D!Kum & learn this amazing 3D pattern with Big D!

2:00pm-4:00pm2:00pm-4:00pm
Cosmic Coloring/Rock KandiCosmic Coloring/Rock Kandi
Nerd RanchNerd Ranch
Our prospectors dug deep to round up some of the best of Our prospectors dug deep to round up some of the best of 
nature’s bounty and brought it back to Nerd Ranch so we can nature’s bounty and brought it back to Nerd Ranch so we can 
make… Rock Kandi! Take a lode off, stake a claim, and make make… Rock Kandi! Take a lode off, stake a claim, and make 
some personalized jewelry to remember your time on the some personalized jewelry to remember your time on the 
Ranch or take home to your sweetheart! -- Just don’t be a fool Ranch or take home to your sweetheart! -- Just don’t be a fool 
and eat it!and eat it!

2:00pm-12:00am2:00pm-12:00am
Decades of MusicDecades of Music
Lost HighwayLost Highway
“We’re taking you on a musical journey through the decades. A “We’re taking you on a musical journey through the decades. A 
new genre every hour: 20’s at 2pm, 30’s at 3pm, 40’s at 4pm, new genre every hour: 20’s at 2pm, 30’s at 3pm, 40’s at 4pm, 
50’s at 5pm, 60’s at 6pm, 70’s at 7pm, 80’s at 8pm, a break for 50’s at 5pm, 60’s at 6pm, 70’s at 7pm, 80’s at 8pm, a break for 
the temple burn, then 90’s at 11, and 2000’s at midnight.the temple burn, then 90’s at 11, and 2000’s at midnight.

2:00pm-3:00pm2:00pm-3:00pm
Over the Top Emotional Ballads Sing-AlongOver the Top Emotional Ballads Sing-Along
Outlaw LoungeOutlaw Lounge
Come sing along to all the songs you hate but secretly love. Come sing along to all the songs you hate but secretly love. 
Put your Heart on your sleeve and let the lyrics you pretend to Put your Heart on your sleeve and let the lyrics you pretend to 
have forgotten All Come Back To You Now!have forgotten All Come Back To You Now!

2:00pm-3:00pm2:00pm-3:00pm
Penis Puppetry!Penis Puppetry!
Forbidden ForestForbidden Forest
Dear Penis-Havers and non-Penis having fans: Want to learn Dear Penis-Havers and non-Penis having fans: Want to learn 
how to REALLY impress your friends with your junk? Learn the how to REALLY impress your friends with your junk? Learn the 
underrated and thrilling art of genital origami with our resident underrated and thrilling art of genital origami with our resident 
Penis Puppeteer. He’ll teach you the ins, out, ups, and downs Penis Puppeteer. He’ll teach you the ins, out, ups, and downs 
of molding your genitalia into a variety of thrilling and thought-of molding your genitalia into a variety of thrilling and thought-
provoking shapes. 18+provoking shapes. 18+
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SATURDAYSATURDAY
2:00pm-5:00 pm2:00pm-5:00 pm
Bewitching HourBewitching Hour
Forbidden ForestForbidden Forest
Follow the call of the fae! Get lost in the forbidden forest and Follow the call of the fae! Get lost in the forbidden forest and 
discover wonders untold... like our daily Happy Hour! Relax in discover wonders untold... like our daily Happy Hour! Relax in 
the Mushroom Lounge while you sip one of our signature elixirs the Mushroom Lounge while you sip one of our signature elixirs 
(alcoholic or non-alcoholic) and listen to magical melodies. If (alcoholic or non-alcoholic) and listen to magical melodies. If 
you’re lucky you might spot a wandering fairy! Once you fall you’re lucky you might spot a wandering fairy! Once you fall 
under the spell of the forest... you’ll never want to leave...under the spell of the forest... you’ll never want to leave...

2:00pm-5:30pm2:00pm-5:30pm
Birthday Party - Cowboys themeBirthday Party - Cowboys theme
Birthday CampBirthday Camp
Birthday Party - Cowboys theme\nCake\nGames\nPresentsBirthday Party - Cowboys theme\nCake\nGames\nPresents

3:00pm3:00pm
Flight of Spanish WhitesFlight of Spanish Whites
BacchusBacchus
Join Eros and SoOooGood on a tour of white wine from the Join Eros and SoOooGood on a tour of white wine from the 
Ribeiro, Rueda, and Rias Baixas regions of Spain! Come enjoy Ribeiro, Rueda, and Rias Baixas regions of Spain! Come enjoy 
a flight of wine served in our glass stemware!a flight of wine served in our glass stemware!

3:00pm-4:00pm3:00pm-4:00pm
Lunatic Lounge, Oasis of SoundLunatic Lounge, Oasis of Sound
Wasteland CaravanWasteland Caravan
Immerse yourself in a musical petting zoo! We have Immerse yourself in a musical petting zoo! We have 
instruments for you to play. Venture through the wood winds, instruments for you to play. Venture through the wood winds, 
tickle your fingers on the brass, pump your feet on the organ! tickle your fingers on the brass, pump your feet on the organ! 
Come play, sing, or listen with music from the ages!Come play, sing, or listen with music from the ages!

3:00pm-4:00pm3:00pm-4:00pm
Ski March (1st Annual)Ski March (1st Annual)
The SophistaPirate CoveThe SophistaPirate Cove
Make history with us as we Ski the greatest sand on earth Make history with us as we Ski the greatest sand on earth 
across the dusty slopes of our desert oasis! Grab your skis and across the dusty slopes of our desert oasis! Grab your skis and 
goggles as we flop and bop our way to Hobbiton for Happy goggles as we flop and bop our way to Hobbiton for Happy 
Hour! Skis and poles recommended but not required!Hour! Skis and poles recommended but not required!

3:00pm-4:00pm3:00pm-4:00pm
Mindful MovementsMindful Movements
Kum & FloKum & Flo
A light guided meditation and yoga flow, followed by an open A light guided meditation and yoga flow, followed by an open 
flow session. Hula hoops will be available if you don’t have a flow session. Hula hoops will be available if you don’t have a 
prop of your own!prop of your own!

3:00pm-5:00pm3:00pm-5:00pm
The Great LoHi MeatingThe Great LoHi Meating
Lost HighwayLost Highway
Join us at LoHi for a tasting of various barbqued meats from Join us at LoHi for a tasting of various barbqued meats from 
our newest art piece, the “Car B Q”. Served up by the one and our newest art piece, the “Car B Q”. Served up by the one and 
only Tights. Please bring your own plate, knife n fork.only Tights. Please bring your own plate, knife n fork.

SATURDAYSATURDAY
4:00pm-5:00 pm4:00pm-5:00 pm
Toss Like a Boss: An Introduction to Poi TossesToss Like a Boss: An Introduction to Poi Tosses
Kum & FloKum & Flo
Let’s spin through the various ways to throw your poi! We’ll Let’s spin through the various ways to throw your poi! We’ll 
also discuss the little-known techniques that are paramount also discuss the little-known techniques that are paramount 
to controlled, predictable tosses. One must remember that to controlled, predictable tosses. One must remember that 
what goes up must come down, so we will be covering a what goes up must come down, so we will be covering a 
multitude of options for catching the poi. For those who are multitude of options for catching the poi. For those who are 
interested in multi-prop toss and juggle patterns, there will interested in multi-prop toss and juggle patterns, there will 
be a segment that emphasizes the fundamentals of 2 and 3 be a segment that emphasizes the fundamentals of 2 and 3 
poi juggling.poi juggling.

4:00pm-5:00 pm4:00pm-5:00 pm
Prettiest Penis and Beautiful Boobs contestPrettiest Penis and Beautiful Boobs contest
Garden of EDUNGarden of EDUN
In search of the Prettiest Penis on the Playa and the most In search of the Prettiest Penis on the Playa and the most 
Beautiful Boobs at the Burn. You may go au natural or use Beautiful Boobs at the Burn. You may go au natural or use 
the baubles, beads, and paints we have available. Crowd the baubles, beads, and paints we have available. Crowd 
favorite wins. Usually the most outgoing presentation wins favorite wins. Usually the most outgoing presentation wins 
— not the largest. Is that you?— not the largest. Is that you?

4:00pm-6:00pm4:00pm-6:00pm
Pretty in Pink: A Flamingo SoiréePretty in Pink: A Flamingo Soirée
Too Many FlamingosToo Many Flamingos
Our final party of the week, one for the books. Come Our final party of the week, one for the books. Come 
dressed in your most flamboyant outfit & witness the desert dressed in your most flamboyant outfit & witness the desert 
come alive with a vibrant sea of pink feathers. Strut your come alive with a vibrant sea of pink feathers. Strut your 
stuff on the flamingo funway in a spectacle of creativity, stuff on the flamingo funway in a spectacle of creativity, 
self-expression, and pure pink joy. Get ready to immerse self-expression, and pure pink joy. Get ready to immerse 
yourself in a world where flamingos rule and the party never yourself in a world where flamingos rule and the party never 
stops!stops!

4:00pm-6:00pm4:00pm-6:00pm
Ski and Party Happy HourSki and Party Happy Hour
Hobbiton Presents: The LodgeHobbiton Presents: The Lodge
Coming down from the desert slopes, cool off in our Coming down from the desert slopes, cool off in our 
winter wonderland oasis filled with cornhole, a “snow” pit, winter wonderland oasis filled with cornhole, a “snow” pit, 
ladderball, giant jenga and more! When you’ve had your fill ladderball, giant jenga and more! When you’ve had your fill 
of wintery fun, quench your thirst in our luxurious mountain of wintery fun, quench your thirst in our luxurious mountain 
lodge with our home-brewed beer and cider.lodge with our home-brewed beer and cider.

4:00pm-7:00pm4:00pm-7:00pm
Jager Bombs and SuchJager Bombs and Such
Hydration StationHydration Station
Jager Bomb Brad & friends will be offering shots ot Jager Bomb Brad & friends will be offering shots ot 
Jagermeister, Vodka or tequila with your energy drink! Jagermeister, Vodka or tequila with your energy drink! 
Plenty of water and Gatorade to help chase it!Plenty of water and Gatorade to help chase it!
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SATURDAYSATURDAY
5:00pm-6:00pm5:00pm-6:00pm
Raunchy “Kids” Books Story Hour!Raunchy “Kids” Books Story Hour!
Forbidden ForestForbidden Forest
Join us for a raucous story time deep in the forest, where we’ll Join us for a raucous story time deep in the forest, where we’ll 
dive into hilariously inappropriate tales like “Dee’s Nuts” and dive into hilariously inappropriate tales like “Dee’s Nuts” and 
“Dad’s Little Pecker.” Let your inner mischievous creature revel “Dad’s Little Pecker.” Let your inner mischievous creature revel 
in the cheeky humor and playful irreverence of these naughty in the cheeky humor and playful irreverence of these naughty 
stories. Gather ‘round and prepare for giggles, gasps, and a stories. Gather ‘round and prepare for giggles, gasps, and a 
lot of laughs as we bring these audacious adventures to life in lot of laughs as we bring these audacious adventures to life in 
the most unexpected way. (18+)the most unexpected way. (18+)

6:00pm-8:00pm6:00pm-8:00pm
Evening Flow jamEvening Flow jam
Utah Fire TribeUtah Fire Tribe
Let’s get the night started with some \nfire� Bring fuel toLet’s get the night started with some \nfire� Bring fuel to
contribute to the jam session � \n\nHosted by Chriscontribute to the jam session � \n\nHosted by Chris

6:30pm-7:30pm6:30pm-7:30pm
“Voices of the Dunes” a Wasteland Caravan Open Mic“Voices of the Dunes” a Wasteland Caravan Open Mic
Wasteland Caravan StageWasteland Caravan Stage
Dusted by the infinite sands, in the open air of the desert and Dusted by the infinite sands, in the open air of the desert and 
the natural ambience that surrounds, bring your talents and the natural ambience that surrounds, bring your talents and 
share them to the world. Whether you’re a poet, musician, share them to the world. Whether you’re a poet, musician, 
actor, singer, clown, or comedian, show your talents on the actor, singer, clown, or comedian, show your talents on the 
Wasteland Caravan Stage. Bring any of your art, it’s an open Wasteland Caravan Stage. Bring any of your art, it’s an open 
stage! Slam poetry, songs (borrow instruments from the oasis stage! Slam poetry, songs (borrow instruments from the oasis 
of sound if you need), movement. The stage is your canvas!of sound if you need), movement. The stage is your canvas!

6:30pm-7:30pm6:30pm-7:30pm
Cirque EnchantéCirque Enchanté
AcrobotsAcrobots
Experience the thrill of our aerial and acrobatic artistry as Experience the thrill of our aerial and acrobatic artistry as 
we take to the skies in a display of strength and grace. We we take to the skies in a display of strength and grace. We 
will defy gravity and showcase the beauty and power of the will defy gravity and showcase the beauty and power of the 
human form in motion. Don’t miss it!human form in motion. Don’t miss it!

7:30pm-8:30pm7:30pm-8:30pm
Regularly Scheduled ProgrammingRegularly Scheduled Programming
Channel 11 WTFU-TV Broadcast NetworkChannel 11 WTFU-TV Broadcast Network
Find our living room in the desert or tune your television to your Find our living room in the desert or tune your television to your 
favorite regularly scheduled programming. The dating game, favorite regularly scheduled programming. The dating game, 
infomercials, daytime court TV, and variety shows galore.infomercials, daytime court TV, and variety shows galore.

7:30pm-9:30pm7:30pm-9:30pm
Kit-TEA-LünKit-TEA-Lün
Lünar OutpostLünar Outpost
Come enjoy fresh brewed tea and ground yourself at Lünar Come enjoy fresh brewed tea and ground yourself at Lünar 
Outpost before the Temple Burn! Chill, relaxing beats and Outpost before the Temple Burn! Chill, relaxing beats and 
good vibes will be served alongside Infini-Tea’s famous tea good vibes will be served alongside Infini-Tea’s famous tea 
blends. Bring a cup or mug and enjoy!blends. Bring a cup or mug and enjoy!

8:00pm-9:00pm8:00pm-9:00pm
All Ages Consent ClassAll Ages Consent Class
Corvid’s CuriositiesCorvid’s Curiosities
Consent for all class.Consent for all class.

SATURDAYSATURDAY
8:30pm-9:00pm8:30pm-9:00pm
The Nightly NewsThe Nightly News
Channel 11 WTFU-TV Broadcast NetworkChannel 11 WTFU-TV Broadcast Network
Being up to date on the latest playa news is your civic Being up to date on the latest playa news is your civic 
responsibility as an informed citizen. Tune in to our nightly live responsibility as an informed citizen. Tune in to our nightly live 
broadcast.broadcast.

9:00pm-10:00pm9:00pm-10:00pm
The Late-at-Night ShowThe Late-at-Night Show
Channel 11 WTFU-TV Broadcast NetworkChannel 11 WTFU-TV Broadcast Network
It’s a live television broadcast late show! Our host Blocky It’s a live television broadcast late show! Our host Blocky 
will be entertaining you and interviewing Element 11’s hottest will be entertaining you and interviewing Element 11’s hottest 
celebrities.celebrities.

9pm-10pm9pm-10pm
Aerials/Movies and ChillAerials/Movies and Chill
Corvid’s CuriositiesCorvid’s Curiosities
Aerial artist performances/Movies and artistic shorts.Aerial artist performances/Movies and artistic shorts.

9:00pm-10:00pm9:00pm-10:00pm
Scarbutts Cafe: Coffee After Dark(tm)Scarbutts Cafe: Coffee After Dark(tm)
Scarbutts CafeScarbutts Cafe
Exclusive Scarbutts After Dark(tm) brand coffee will be serverd Exclusive Scarbutts After Dark(tm) brand coffee will be serverd 
at a number of to-be-announced after-sundown VIP events at a number of to-be-announced after-sundown VIP events 
including a “Coffee Coctail Happy Hour”, “Midnight Coffee” including a “Coffee Coctail Happy Hour”, “Midnight Coffee” 
and more! Wanna know exactly what and when happens After and more! Wanna know exactly what and when happens After 
Dark(tm)? Then check in during Regular Hours, or stop in for a taste Dark(tm)? Then check in during Regular Hours, or stop in for a taste 
of SOPO, and see the night schedule ass it becomes available.of SOPO, and see the night schedule ass it becomes available.

9:00pm-3:00am9:00pm-3:00am
Portal to the Lost HighwayPortal to the Lost Highway
Lost HighwayLost Highway
Usually forgotten in the desert sun, once night falls the Lost Highway Usually forgotten in the desert sun, once night falls the Lost Highway 
comes alive with neon, fire, and music. Come explore roadside comes alive with neon, fire, and music. Come explore roadside 
attractions such as the Cuddle Ranch, LoHi Diner, Tire Fire, and attractions such as the Cuddle Ranch, LoHi Diner, Tire Fire, and 
FLAMING-gos, and discover the secret history of this mysterious place.FLAMING-gos, and discover the secret history of this mysterious place.

9:00pm-10:00pm9:00pm-10:00pm
UV Scorpion SearchUV Scorpion Search
CicadiaCicadia
Have you ever wondered about the bugs that live in the ecosystem Have you ever wondered about the bugs that live in the ecosystem 
we choose to call home for a week? if so, join us in this search with we choose to call home for a week? if so, join us in this search with 
UV flashlights for our arachnid neighbors, specifically scorpions. Any UV flashlights for our arachnid neighbors, specifically scorpions. Any 
friends we find will be handled with care and will not be harmed in friends we find will be handled with care and will not be harmed in 
any way. Meet at camp Cicadia, then will move to deep playa.any way. Meet at camp Cicadia, then will move to deep playa.

10:00pm-midnight10:00pm-midnight
Krakens Trap Black Jack - Trinkets for TrinketsKrakens Trap Black Jack - Trinkets for Trinkets
SophistaPirate CoveSophistaPirate Cove
Come play the famous Trinket for Trinket Krakens Trap Black Come play the famous Trinket for Trinket Krakens Trap Black 
Jack. Bring your booty and bounty to play and potentially win Jack. Bring your booty and bounty to play and potentially win 
the Pirates Booty and Bounty.the Pirates Booty and Bounty.
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SATURDAYSATURDAY
9:30 PM - 11:00 PM9:30 PM - 11:00 PM
Temple BurnTemple Burn
The Community Temple was created with the intent for every The Community Temple was created with the intent for every 
individual to find their own unique way to connect and reflect. individual to find their own unique way to connect and reflect. 
We aim to foster a sense of unity, embracing the diverse We aim to foster a sense of unity, embracing the diverse 
tapestry of experiences and expressions within our community. tapestry of experiences and expressions within our community. 
It is this diversity that enriches our collective journey, making It is this diversity that enriches our collective journey, making 
our community a vibrant mosaic of creativity and life.  our community a vibrant mosaic of creativity and life.  
We believe that the beauty of our community lies in its We believe that the beauty of our community lies in its 
diversity. Each person contributes a unique perspective, a diversity. Each person contributes a unique perspective, a 
distinct voice that enhances the communal experience. The distinct voice that enhances the communal experience. The 
temple serves as a canvas for this diversity, providing a space temple serves as a canvas for this diversity, providing a space 
where everyone can feel at home, whether they seek solitude, where everyone can feel at home, whether they seek solitude, 
reflection, or joyous celebration.  reflection, or joyous celebration.  
We honor and respect that everyone has their own way of We honor and respect that everyone has their own way of 
experiencing the temple. Whether you find solace in quiet experiencing the temple. Whether you find solace in quiet 
reflection or seek joy in communal celebration, we ask that reflection or seek joy in communal celebration, we ask that 
you honor these differences and respect the needs of others. you honor these differences and respect the needs of others. 
As the flames engulf the majestic walls of The Community As the flames engulf the majestic walls of The Community 
Temple, we invite you to witness a celebration that transcends Temple, we invite you to witness a celebration that transcends 
the ordinary, uniting us in a shared moment of reverence and the ordinary, uniting us in a shared moment of reverence and 
joy. This temple will host a sacred moment of silence, providing joy. This temple will host a sacred moment of silence, providing 
a space for quiet contemplation and honoring those who a space for quiet contemplation and honoring those who 
have passed.  have passed.  
Following this, we will transition into a celebration of life, Following this, we will transition into a celebration of life, 
recognizing and cherishing those who are still with us. It is recognizing and cherishing those who are still with us. It is 
a time to acknowledge our shared journey, to remember, to a time to acknowledge our shared journey, to remember, to 
rejoice, and to unite in a spirit of communal respect and love.rejoice, and to unite in a spirit of communal respect and love.

Immediately after the burnImmediately after the burn
Wasteland Caravan Open BurlesqueWasteland Caravan Open Burlesque
Wasteland Caravan StageWasteland Caravan Stage
Adorn yourself in your finest playa outfit and engage in an act Adorn yourself in your finest playa outfit and engage in an act 
of tease and pleasure. Dance to your hearts sexiest contents of tease and pleasure. Dance to your hearts sexiest contents 
in front of your closest friends and fellow burners. The stage is in front of your closest friends and fellow burners. The stage is 
set and the night is young, so come up here because no one set and the night is young, so come up here because no one 
will judge you when you’re naked and having fun. (Sign up at will judge you when you’re naked and having fun. (Sign up at 
the wasteland stage thurs-fri, first come first serve)the wasteland stage thurs-fri, first come first serve)

After the burn - 2:00amAfter the burn - 2:00am
Late Nite Noods & Karaoke Late Nite Noods & Karaoke 
Utah Fire Tribe CampUtah Fire Tribe Camp
Who’s up for some late-night noodles and a dose of artistic Who’s up for some late-night noodles and a dose of artistic 
expression? Join us as fellow burners take the stage to sing expression? Join us as fellow burners take the stage to sing 
their hearts out!their hearts out!

After the burn - SunriseAfter the burn - Sunrise
Kum & Burn Big!Kum & Burn Big!
Kum & FloKum & Flo
Kum to our fire circle and burn your heart out until sunrise! Kum to our fire circle and burn your heart out until sunrise! 
(Wristbands required) From midnight-3 am our camp will be (Wristbands required) From midnight-3 am our camp will be 
throwing down even bigger and we hope you will too!throwing down even bigger and we hope you will too!

DuskDusk
LazyLandLazyLand
Electric Lazy LoungeElectric Lazy Lounge
Genuine bonafide electrified six person Lazy rides.Genuine bonafide electrified six person Lazy rides.

SATURDAYSATURDAY
10:00pm-11:45am10:00pm-11:45am
Lodge PartyLodge Party
Hobbiton Presents: The LodgeHobbiton Presents: The Lodge
Watch the lodge come to life in the warm glow of our Watch the lodge come to life in the warm glow of our 
crackling fire as our crew sings songs of old! Ye may see a crackling fire as our crew sings songs of old! Ye may see a 
lassie or two dancing atop the bar with the jugs a-clankin’ lassie or two dancing atop the bar with the jugs a-clankin’ 
and the beer a-pourin’! and the beer a-pourin’! 

10:00pm-11:30am10:00pm-11:30am
Wasteland Caravan Open BurlesqueWasteland Caravan Open Burlesque
Wasteland CaravanWasteland Caravan
Adorn yourself in your finest playa outfit and engage in an Adorn yourself in your finest playa outfit and engage in an 
act of tease and pleasure. Dance to your hearts sexiest act of tease and pleasure. Dance to your hearts sexiest 
contents in front of your closest friends and fellow burners. contents in front of your closest friends and fellow burners. 
The stage is set and the night is young, so come up here The stage is set and the night is young, so come up here 
because no one will judge you when you’re naked and because no one will judge you when you’re naked and 
having fun. (Sign up at the wasteland stage thurs-fri, first having fun. (Sign up at the wasteland stage thurs-fri, first 
come first serve)come first serve)

11:00pm-4:00am11:00pm-4:00am
Lunar Transmission 00.3Lunar Transmission 00.3
Lünar OutpostLünar Outpost
Join the Lünar Outpost on the final broadcast of E11. With a Join the Lünar Outpost on the final broadcast of E11. With a 
broad array of talent, taste, and meticulous music selection, broad array of talent, taste, and meticulous music selection, 
you’ll be rewarded for staying with us on the final mission of you’ll be rewarded for staying with us on the final mission of 
the event. the event. 
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SUNDAYSUNDAY
1:00am1:00am
Butt Stuff PartyButt Stuff Party
Crypster SaloonCrypster Saloon
Got a butt? Swing by and tell us about it.Got a butt? Swing by and tell us about it.

All DayAll Day
ZenZen
Zen DomeZen Dome
Daytime -- Enjoy the shade and space to relax and chill. Bring Daytime -- Enjoy the shade and space to relax and chill. Bring 
your games to the space and enjoy playing a game of cards. your games to the space and enjoy playing a game of cards. 
By night relax into the flow and vibe Zen has to offer.By night relax into the flow and vibe Zen has to offer.

Random TimesRandom Times
Ask Me About My BushAsk Me About My Bush
Open Camping.Open Camping.
You must find the bush. (There will be a sign) Interpretive You must find the bush. (There will be a sign) Interpretive 
performances that convey the hidden meaning behind my performances that convey the hidden meaning behind my 
bush.bush.

Random TimesRandom Times
Outlaw Lounge Random Bar HoursOutlaw Lounge Random Bar Hours
Outlaw LoungeOutlaw Lounge
Thirsty? Take a chance at the Outlaw Lounge, where the Thirsty? Take a chance at the Outlaw Lounge, where the 
bar hours are as spontaneous as our drinks! Open whenever bar hours are as spontaneous as our drinks! Open whenever 
someone’s there to serve you. Whether early bird or night owl, someone’s there to serve you. Whether early bird or night owl, 
you just might find the bar open and ready to quench your you just might find the bar open and ready to quench your 
thirst with a variety of delightful beverages. Stop by anytime; thirst with a variety of delightful beverages. Stop by anytime; 
luck might just be on your side! Non Alcoholic drinks also luck might just be on your side! Non Alcoholic drinks also 
available.available.

SUNDAYSUNDAY
TBDTBD
Psychiatric Help: 5 CentsPsychiatric Help: 5 Cents
In the ShadeIn the Shade
Missing your weekly therapy appointment to swelter in the Missing your weekly therapy appointment to swelter in the 
dust? The doctor is in! Areas of expertise include: existential dust? The doctor is in! Areas of expertise include: existential 
angst, relationship drama and serious life changes. Services angst, relationship drama and serious life changes. Services 
offered include just venting, heavy ego petting, and brutal offered include just venting, heavy ego petting, and brutal 
honesty. Appointment times range from Quickie to Just Lonely.honesty. Appointment times range from Quickie to Just Lonely.

9:00am-10:00am9:00am-10:00am
Scarbutts Cafe: Regular HoursScarbutts Cafe: Regular Hours
Scarbutts CafeScarbutts Cafe
Our chipper staff serve strong coffee and truly fantastic Our chipper staff serve strong coffee and truly fantastic 
spankings to the groggy masses. You are invited to choose spankings to the groggy masses. You are invited to choose 
from a menu of spankings that range from mild to hot and from a menu of spankings that range from mild to hot and 
foamy. After being served your spanking of choice by a friendly foamy. After being served your spanking of choice by a friendly 
bar-assta, please have a cup of coffee. We come with a bar-assta, please have a cup of coffee. We come with a 
sarcastic edge, butt provide a warm, welcoming, atmosphere.sarcastic edge, butt provide a warm, welcoming, atmosphere.

10am-3pm10am-3pm
Playa Outfit Gifting and Dress-Up PartyPlaya Outfit Gifting and Dress-Up Party
P3 The Princess Party Palace “Camp Let’s Play Dress-up”P3 The Princess Party Palace “Camp Let’s Play Dress-up”
Stop by our camp for daily gifting of fabulous Playa Outfits Stop by our camp for daily gifting of fabulous Playa Outfits 
and accessories. Usually mid-morning to mid afternoon daily and accessories. Usually mid-morning to mid afternoon daily 
depending on the amount of alcohol involved. Also serving depending on the amount of alcohol involved. Also serving 
fresh brewed Nitrogen infused iced coffee.  fresh brewed Nitrogen infused iced coffee.  
Bring your playa cup!Bring your playa cup!
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BURNING MAN’S TEN PRINCIPLES

Radical Inclusion 
Anyone may be a part of Burning Man.  
We welcome and respect the stranger.  
No prerequisites exist for participation in  
our community. 

Gifting 
Burning Man is devoted to acts of gift-giving. 
The value of a gift is unconditional.  
Gifting does not contemplate a return or an 
exchange for something of equal value. 

Decommodification 
In order to preserve the spirit of gifting, our 
community seeks to create social environments 
that are unmediated by commercial 
sponsorships, transactions, or advertising. 
We stand ready to protect our culture from 
such exploitation. We resist the substitution of 
consumption for participatory experience.

Radical Self-reliance 
Burning Man encourages the individual to 
discover, exercise and rely on his or her  
inner resources. 

Radical Self-expression 
Radical self-expression arises from the 
unique gifts of the individual. No one other 
than the individual or a collaborating group 
can determine its content. It is offered as a 
gift to others. In this spirit, the giver should 
respect the rights and liberties of  
the recipient. 

Communal Effort 
Our community values creative cooperation 
and collaboration. We strive to produce, 
promote and protect social networks, 
public spaces, works of art, and methods of 
communication that support such interaction. 

Civic Responsibility 
We value civil society. Community members 
who organize events should assume 
responsibility for public welfare and  
endeavor to communicate civic 
responsibilities to participants. They must 
also assume responsibility for conducting 
events in accordance with local, state, and 
federal laws.

Leaving No Trace 
Our community respects the environment. 
We are committed to leaving no physical 
trace of our activities wherever we gather. 
We clean up after ourselves and endeavor, 
whenever possible, to leave such places in  
a better state than when we found them. 

Participation 
Our community is committed to a radically 
participatory ethic. We believe that 
transformative change, whether in the 
individual or in society, can occur only 
through the medium of deeply personal 
participation. We achieve being through 
doing. Everyone is invited to work. Everyone 
is invited to play. We make the world real 
through actions that open our heart. 

Immediacy 
Immediate experience is, in many ways, the 
most important touchstone of value in our 
culture. We seek to overcome barriers that 
stand between us and a recognition of our 
inner selves, the reality of those around us, 
participation in society, and contact with a 
natural world exceeding human powers.  
No idea can substitute for this experience.
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